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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Key Transport Consultants Ltd (KTC) have been retained by the University of Bristol
(University) to analyse the results of their 2015 Student Travel Survey and summarise
the findings.

1.2

The survey methodology is set out in section 2, with the results of the survey set out
in section 3.

1.3

Section 4 considers the carbon emissions of student travel and section 5 compares
the results of the 2015 surveys with the existing Travel Plan targets.

1.4

Conclusions are drawn in section 6.

1.5

Errors in the spreadsheet analysis of emissions was identified in 2018 while preparing
a report on the most recent University Staff Travel Survey.

Consequently, the

emissions in the Student Travel Survey Analysis Report have been corrected in this
Revision A version, dated April 2018.
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2.

UNIVERSITY STUDENT TRAVEL SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Introduction

2.1

The Student Travel Survey is undertaken to collect information about the travel habits
of students attending the University. Information collected through the survey is used
to identify issues faced by students in relation to travel, to monitor the effectiveness of
the University Travel Plan and existing travel policies, and to guide the development
of the Travel Plan and future travel polices.

2.2

The 2015 survey has also been used to understand the impact of the current and
proposed residents parking zones across central Bristol.

2.3

The survey, which was prepared by the University Sustainability Manager
(Transport), was based on previous Student Travel Surveys to allow comparisons to
be drawn between the results of this and previous surveys. A copy of the survey can
be seen in Appendix A.

2.4

The survey was submitted to the Student Survey Strategy Group for approval in
January 2015.

2.5

The survey was primarily an online survey. However, the invitation made it clear that
paper copies were available on request. There were no requests for hard copies of
the survey form.

2.6

The online survey was produced using the University’s own software, Bristol On-Line
Surveys.
Invitation

2.7

The survey was launched on the 21st February 2015.

2.8

To launch the survey an email was sent to all students from the Deputy Vice
Chancellor, Professor Guy Orpen. The email set out the reasons for undertaking the
survey, a URL (http://www.bristol.ac.uk/transportplan/surveys/) for the online version
of the survey and details of the incentives offered for completion of the survey.

2.9

The invitation email was sent to 18,328 students.

2.10

In addition to the email invitation the survey was widely advertised across the
University; through key departments, events, posters, websites and social media. A
reminder was sent to students on the 29th February 2015.
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2.11

The survey closed on the 4th March 2015.
Response Rate

2.12

The survey was completed by 2,916 students giving a response rate of 15.9%. The
2014 survey had a response rate of 14%. A response rate of 16% from a population
of over 18,000 students is considered representative, with less than a 3% margin of
error at a 99% confidence level.
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3.

SURVEY RESULTS

3.1

The results of the 2015 Travel Plan monitoring survey are set out by question below.

3.2

Typically, where appropriate, the survey results are provided as a percentage. Unless
otherwise stated, the percentage is calculated based on the number of valid
responses recorded for each question. Therefore, where no answer was selected or
left blank it has been ignored in the calculation.

3.3

The travel survey is divided into eight sections as listed below and results are
presented in the order of the travel survey question.
Travel Survey Sections:

3.4

·

About You

·

Degree Information

·

Studying at the University

·

Car Travel

·

Public Transport

·

Cycling

·

Motorcycling

·

Travel Plan Measures

Each question has been analysed based on the answers provided by all student. In
addition a sub-analysis of each question has been undertaken for specific groups of
students, which are:
·

Students Living in the Stoke Bishop Residencies (Badock, Churchill,
Durdham, Hiatt Baker, University and Wills Halls);

·

Students living in the Clifton Residencies (Clifton Hill House, Goldney Hall,
Manor Hall, 30 – 35 Richmond Terrace);

3.5

·

Students whose main place of study is Langford;

·

Students whose main place of study is Southmead Hospital;

The results of the sub-analysis are provided in a table at the end of the general
analysis of each question.
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About You
3.6

Questions 1 to 6 of the travel survey asked students about themselves.
Question 1: Email Address

3.7

Students were asked to provide an email address in order to be entered into the
incentive prize draw. This question was optional and has not been analysed.
Question 2: What is your gender?

0.3%

38.2%

61.5%

Male

3.8

Female

Other

Question 2 of the survey asked the respondents to state their gender. The split is
approximately 62% female to 38% male with less than 1% selecting other. It is
understood that the gender mix amongst students at the University is approximately
50/50 suggesting that male students are under-represented in this survey.
Table 3.1: Residencies Sub-analysis Q2
Male

Female

Other

Stoke Bishop Residencies

42%

57%

0%

Clifton Residencies

34%

65%

1%

Table 3.2: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q2
Male

Female

Other

Southmead Hospital

29%

71%

0%

Langford

15%

85%

0%
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Question 3: What is your age group?
0.5%

1.2%

2.5%

0.3%

13.0%

82.5%

Under 18

3.9

18 - 25

26 - 35

36 - 45

46 - 55

56 plus

Unsurprisingly, the majority of respondents (82.5%) are aged between 18 and 25
years old, with the second largest group (13.0%) being aged between 26 and 35.
Table 3.3: Residencies Sub-analysis Q3

Stoke Bishop Residencies
Clifton Residencies

Under
18
1%
2%

18 - 25

26 - 35

36 - 45

46 - 55

56 plus

99%

0%

0%

0%

0%

97%

1%

0%

1%

0%

Table 3.4: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q3

Southmead Hospital
Langford

Under
18
0%
0%

18 - 25

26 - 35

36 - 45

46 - 55

56 plus

82%

14%

5%

0%

0%

78%

20%

2%

0%

0%
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Question 4: Where do you come from?

16.6%

7.8%

75.7%

United Kingdom (UK)

3.10

European Union (EU)-(but non UK)

Overseas (outside EU)

76% of students stated that they were from the UK. 8% of students were from the rest
of the European Union with 17% of students were from outside Europe.
Table 3.5: Residencies Sub-analysis Q4

Stoke Bishop Residencies
Clifton Residencies

United Kingdom
(UK)
90%

European Union
(EU)-(but non UK)
2%

Overseas (outside
EU)
8%

80%

4%

16%

United Kingdom
(UK)
64%

European Union
(EU)-(but non UK)
23%

Overseas (outside
EU)
14%

84%

9%

7%

Table 3.6: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q4

Southmead Hospital
Langford

Question 5a: Do you have a disability which affects your travel to study
arrangements?
3.11

1.7% of students answered that they did have a disability which affected their travel
arrangements.
Table 3.7: Residencies Sub-analysis Q5a
Yes

No

Stoke Bishop Residencies

0%

100%

Clifton Residencies

3%

97%

Table 3.8: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q5a
Yes

No

Southmead Hospital

5%

95%

Langford

0%

100%
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Question 5b: Do you have caring responsibilities that affect your travel to study
arrangements?
3.12

2.7% of students answered that they had caring responsibilities which affected their
travel arrangements.
Table 3.9: Residencies Sub-analysis Q5b
Yes

No

Stoke Bishop Residencies

1%

99%

Clifton Residencies

0%

100%

Table 3.10: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q5b
Yes

No

Southmead Hospital

0%

100%

Langford

2%

98%

Question 6: Do you live in University allocated accommodation?

31.7%

68.3%

Yes

3.13

No

Nearly a third of respondents live in University allocated accommodation.
Table 3.11: Residencies Sub-analysis Q6
Yes

No

Stoke Bishop Residencies

100%

0%

Clifton Residencies

98%

2%

Table 3.12: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q6
Yes

No

Southmead Hospital

9%

91%

Langford

7%

93%
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3.14

Students who stated that they lived in University allocated accommodation were then
asked to say which accommodation they lived in. A number of students selected the
‘Other’ option and provided alternative addresses, some of which do not appear to be
University allocated sites. These have been manually removed from the results,
which are summarised in Table 3.13 below.
Table 3.13: Proportion of respondents living in University allocated accommodation
Accomodation Name
Hiatt Baker Hall
University Hall
Wills Hall
Badock Hall
Manor Hall
Churchill Hall
Durdham Hall
Unite House
Deans Court
Goldney Hall
Favell House
Clifton Hill House
Chantry Court
Nelson House
Colston Street
Waverley House
The Hawthorns
Woodland Court
Northwell House
Blenheim Court
Winkworth House
The Rackhay
Tamarillo House
115 Queens Road
Culver House
Richmond Terrace
Hillside/Woodside
28-33 St Michaels Park
67 Woodland Road
121 Redland Road
61/63 St Michaels Hill
Langford House
Sinclair House Family Flats
43/45 St Michaels Hill
53 St Michaels Hill
77 Woodland Road

3.15

%
10.7%
7.6%
6.5%
6.1%
5.3%
5.0%
4.7%
4.7%
4.1%
3.9%
3.8%
3.4%
3.3%
3.1%
2.9%
2.9%
2.6%
2.5%
2.2%
2.0%
1.9%
1.6%
1.3%
1.2%
1.2%
1.2%
1.0%
0.8%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

Students who did not live in University allocated accommodation were asked to
provide their postcodes. The term time addresses of both the University provided
accommodation and the individual postcodes have been plotted on a map which can
be seen in Figure 1. Where possible postcodes have been assigned to all addresses
(including halls) where no postcode was supplied by the respondent.

3.16

The postcode data shows that 63.7% of respondents live within 1 mile radius of the
centre of the University Precinct, with 87.5% living within 2 miles. 94.7% of
respondents provide term time addresses within 10 miles of the University Precinct.
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3.17

Where multiple respondents share a postcode, a plot showing individuals can be
difficult to read. Figure 2 shows the same data aggregated across small geographic
areas. The areas used are the Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOA), which are
produced by the Office for National Statistics to provide a standard basis on which
census data can be reported. Each LSOA will contain populations of between 1,000
and 3,000 people and between 400 and 1,200 households.

3.18

Figure 2 shows the concentration of respondents around the Stoke Bishop Halls of
residence where 361 respondents live, and hot spots around the main University
Precinct. The plan also shows increased concentrations of students around the
Langford Vet School.

3.19

The postcode district is identified by the first letter or two of the postcode plus the
numbers before the space i.e BS1. The number of respondents living in each
postcode district has been summarised and can be seen in Table 3.14 below.
Table 3.14: Student Term Time Address Postcode Districts
Postcode District
BA1
BA11
BA12
BA13
BA14
BA15
BA2
BA3
BA5
BD6
BN8
BS1
BS10
BS11
BS13
BS14
BS15
BS16
BS2
BS40
BS41
BS48
BS49
BS5
BS6
BS66
BS7
BS8
BS81
BS9
CF10
CF24
CF38
CF5
EX29
EX4
GL1

%
0.21%
0.03%
0.03%
0.07%
0.03%
0.17%
0.21%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
15.85%
0.35%
0.21%
0.21%
0.17%
0.45%
0.76%
6.48%
0.55%
0.17%
0.17%
0.42%
1.04%
18.41%
0.38%
2.22%
29.13%
0.14%
13.73%
0.10%
0.14%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.07%
0.07%

Postcode District
BS20
BS21
BS22
BS23
BS24
BS25
BS26
BS29
BS3
BS30
BS31
BS32
BS33
BS34
BS35
BS36
BS37
BS39
BS4
NP10
NP19
NP25
NP26
OX14
PL19
PL9
RG19
RG41
RG6
SE10
SL6
SN1
SN12
SN14
SN15
SN16
SN2
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%
0.24%
0.28%
0.03%
0.07%
0.07%
0.10%
0.03%
0.07%
2.25%
0.10%
0.07%
0.21%
0.07%
0.52%
0.14%
0.14%
0.14%
0.07%
0.80%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.07%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.07%
0.03%
0.10%
0.03%
0.07%
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Table 3.14: Student Term Time Address Postcode Districts
Postcode District
GL11
GL12
GL15
GL2
GL3
GL4
GL5
GL50
GL51
GL54
GU14
HP6
HR1
HR7
IG2
N7 0

3.20

%
0.03%
0.10%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.10%
0.07%
0.10%
0.14%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%

Postcode District
SN25
SN4
SN5
SN6
SO22
SP1
SP7
SW20
SW3
SW6
TA5
TA6
TA8
TF1
WR1
WR14

%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.07%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.10%

Looking at the postcodes of those living in halls and those living outside halls it can
be seen that 96.3% of students have Bristol (BS) postcodes.
Degree Information
Question 7: Which faculty are you based in?
Medi cine &
Dentistry
9.3%

Unknown
0.4%

Engi neering
14.6%

Arts
17.1%

Soci al Science &
Law
21.7%

3.21

Medical &
Veteri nary
Sciences
12.4%

Science
24.4%

The survey was completed by students in all of the six faculties. Those within the
Science and Social Science & Law faculties were best represented.
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Medicine &
Dentistry

Arts

Social
Science &
Law

13%

15%

26%

17%

25%

5%

Clifton Residencies

15%

16%

23%

17%

18%

11%

Social
Science &
Law

Science

Stoke Bishop Residencies

Science

Medical &
Veterinary
Sciences

Engineering

Table 3.15: Residencies Sub-analysis Q7

Medicine &
Dentistry

Arts

Medical &
Veterinary
Sciences

Engineering

Table 3.16: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q7

Southmead Hospital

0%

5%

9%

0%

0%

86%

Langford

0%

98%

2%

0%

0%

0%

Question 8. Where is your main place of study?
3.22

The students were asked to select their main place of study from a list of 16 options.
They were also able to select other and enter a place of study manually. 118 unique
places (including different spellings of the same place) were provided by students.
Table 3.17: Main Place of Study
Place of Study
Berkeley Square
Burwalls
Canynge Hall
Coombe Dingle
Dorothy Hodgkins Building
Frenchay Hospital
Home
Langford
Life Sciences
Precinct
Placements all over UK
Southmead Hospital
Southwell Street building
UH Bristol Hospitals
Victoria Rooms
Other

3.23

%
4.4%
0.0%
0.5%
0.0%
0.5%
0.1%
5.6%
2.0%
4.2%
71.2%
1.2%
0.8%
3.2%
2.6%
3.0%
0.8%

Most of the additional places of study provided as ‘Other’ options lay within the
University Precinct, so the data have been manually reviewed to allocate most of the
unique places to one of the 16 original options provided.

3.24

The ‘Other’ options provided which were not allocated to one of the 16 options were:
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
3.25

Beacon House
Bristol Baptist College
Bristol Zoo
British Library
Filton Blood and Transplant
Gloucester Royal Hospital
Great Western Hospital, Swindon
Musgrove Park Hospital
National Composites Centre
Other
Queens Avenue
Royal United Hospital, Bath
Various

Figure 3 shows the aggregated locations of study by LSOA. The areas in and around
the main University Precinct can clearly be seen on the plan, with the red area
representing 2,148 respondents. The Langford Vet School is the most selected site
away from the central Precinct with 59 respondents. Some of the areas highlighted
away from University sites represent students whose main place of study is at home.
Table 3.18: Main Place of Study - Residencies Sub-analysis Q8
Place of Study
Berkeley Square
Burwalls
Canynge Hall
Coombe Dingle
Dorothy Hodgkins Building
Frenchay Hospital
Home
Langford
Life Sciences
Precinct
Placements all over UK
Southmead Hospital
Southwell Street building
UH Bristol Hospitals
Victoria Rooms
Other

Stoke Bishop
Residencies %
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.9%
0.2%
26.4%
63.1%
0.2%
0.0%
3.9%
0.4%
3.2%
0.0%

Clifton Residencies %
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
0.0%
79.0%
0.8%
0.8%
5.9%
0.0%
7.6%
0.0%

Question 9: Which of the following type(s) of student applies to you?
3.26

The students were then asked to describe the type of student they were by selecting
from a list of 10 options, including an ‘Other’ option which allowed the respondent to
enter a different answer. Respondents were able to select multiple options.

3.27

70.4% of respondents stated that they were undergraduates, with 16% stating that
they were postgraduates – research and 13% stating that they were postgraduate –
taught. Less than 0.1% of respondents identified themselves as a PhD student.

3.28

40.2% of respondents stated that they were full time students and 2.9% stated that
they were part-time students, suggesting some inconsistency in the way that the
question was answered.
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3.29

6.5% of respondents described themselves as a mature student, and one person
described themselves as an immature student.

3.30

1.1% of students identified themselves as Erasmus students.

3.31

8.1% of respondents identified themselves as international students.

3.32

The list of alternative options provided can be seen in Table 3.19 below.
Table 3.19: Which Type of Student – Alternative Responses
Type of Student
British Overseas Territory Citizen
Clinical Training Scholar
Engineering Doctorate (employed)
ESRC 1+3
EU
foundation
I also work for the university.
I am studying a full time course part time for year 2 only
Immature
Intercalating 4th year medical student from Brighton & Sussex
Intercalating student from other UK university
International Foundation Program
International pre-master programme
internship
PhD student
Severn Deanery Hospitals
Student teacher
Student Visitor
Student with disability
Study Abroad
Study Abroad Programme
Study abroad student
Year in Industry

%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.07%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%
0.10%
0.03%
0.03%
0.03%

Table 3.20: Which Type of Student – Sub-analysis Q9
Type of Student

Clinical Training Scholar
Erasmus
Full-time
I also work for the university.
Immature
International
International Foundation Program
Mature
Other exchange programme
Part-time
Postgraduate - research
Postgraduate - taught
Study Abroad
Undergraduate

Stoke
Bishop
Resident %
0.0%
0.6%
30.8%
0.3%
0.0%
3.6%
0.3%
1.1%
0.3%
0.3%
1.1%
0.8%
0.3%
97.2%

Clifton Halls
Resident %
0.0%
0.0%
45.2%
0.0%
0.8%
8.9%
0.0%
4.8%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%
2.4%
0.0%
95.2%
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Southmead
Hospital
Student %
0.0%
0.0%
45.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
9.1%
0.0%
0.0%
36.4%
13.6%
0.0%
54.5%
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Langford
Vet School
Student %
1.8%
0.0%
40.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.6%
0.0%
9.1%
0.0%
1.8%
23.6%
7.3%
0.0%
67.3%

Studying at the University
Question 10: How many days do you travel to your main place of study in a
normal full study week?
57%

60%

% of respondents

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

14%
10%

8%
4%

3%

One

Two

5%

0%
Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Days per Week

3.33

The majority of respondents travelled to their main place of study five days per week.
Table 3.21: Residencies Sub-analysis Q10
Stoke Bishop Residencies
Clifton Residencies

One
0%

Two
0%

2%

2%

Three
7%

Four
13%

Five
74%

Six
6%

Seven
3%

5%

18%

68%

5%

2%

Table 3.22: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q10
One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Southmead Hospital

9%

0%

0%

0%

82%

9%

0%

Langford

2%

0%

6%

13%

72%

7%

2%

Question 11: When you travel to your 'place of study' from your 'term time
address', how often do you use the following modes of transport?
3.34

From a list of travel options respondents were asked to select how often they used
each mode of travel. The permitted answers were: Usually (67% - 100% of journeys);
Sometimes (34% - 66% of journeys); Occasionally (33% or fewer journeys); and
Never.

3.35

An initial analysis was undertaken looking at the usual mode of travel. The analysis
only included responses where a respondent had stated that they “Usually (67% 100%)” used a mode for travel to their place of study. The mode share for the usual
mode of travel to the University can be seen in the chart below.
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3.36

Walking is by far the most popular form of travel to study with 63.4% of respondents
saying that this is their usual mode.

63.4%

Walk/run (all/most of the way)

8.3%

Bicycle
Wessex Bus Service 16 (University bus
service)

9.9%
4.8%

Other Bus service
Coach

0.7%

Park and Ride (bus or rail)

0.7%
2.4%

Train
Motorbike/Moped/Scooter

0.4%
4.1%

Car Driver - on your own
Car Driver - with at least 1 passenger

0.7%

Car Passenger

1.1%

Car Sharer (formal match through a car
sharing scheme)

0.2%

Taxi

0.3%

Wheelchair/mobility scooter

0.1%

Formal study from home

0.0%

3.37

2.8%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

To see the difference between previous years a comparison between the figures
above for 2015 and the figures collected in the 2012 survey has been undertaken.

3.38

Table 3.23 sets out the figures for the usual mode of travel recorded in each survey.
Table 3.23: Usual Method of Travel to Main Place of Study from Term Time Address
Year
Mode of Travel
Car driver - own
Car driver - with a least one passenger
Car passenger
Formal car share
Walk
Cycle
Bus or coach
U16 Bus
Other Wessex Red Bus
Train
Motorcycle
Park and Ride
Taxi
Wheelchair/mobility scooter
Formal study from home
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2012
5.2%
1.4%
1.6%
0.1%
61.5%
10.9%
3.4%
8.5%
0.4%
2.9%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.3%
3.4%

2015
4.1%
0.7%
1.1%
0.2%
63.4%
8.3%
5.6%
9.9%
0.0%
2.4%
0.4%
0.7%
0.3%
0.1%
2.8%

16

Percentage
difference
-22%
-52%
-29%
133%
+3%
-24%
+64%
+16%
-100%
-16%
+33%
+599%
+166%
-78%
-17%

3.39

The analysis shows significant reductions in car use, significant increases in bus use
and a small increase in walking. Interestingly the survey shows a fairly substantial
reduction in the number of students who usually cycle to their place of study.
Table 3.24: Usual Method of Travel to Main Place of Study from Term Time Address

Sub-analysis Q11
Year
Mode of Travel
Car driver - own
Car driver - with a
least one passenger
Car passenger
Formal car share
Walk
Cycle
Bus or coach
U16 Bus
Other Wessex Red
Bus
Train
Motorcycle
Park and Ride
Taxi
Wheelchair/mobility
scooter
Formal study from
home

3.40

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
0%

Clifton
Residencies
%
1%

0%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford %

17%

41%

1%

13%

10%

0%
0%
12%
7%
0%
80%

1%
1%
87%
1%
1%
1%

9%
0%
22%
9%
30%
0%

19%
5%
10%
3%
10%
0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
1%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

0%

1%

0%

0%

1%

4%

0%

0%

The usual mode/s of travel selected by respondents has been mapped to aid analysis
of the data. Figure 4 shows the area where respondents who usually walk or cycle to
their place of study live, while Figure 5 shows the areas where respondents who
usually take public transport (Bus, Coach, Train) to their place of study live. Figure 6
shows the areas where respondents who usually drive a car (with or without
passengers) to their place of study live and Figure 7 shows the areas where
respondents who usually travel as a car or taxi passenger to their place of study live.

3.41

Figure 4 shows that the majority of respondents who walk or cycle to their place of
study live within 2km of the University Precinct. There are however a few exceptions
to this including respondents living in and around the Stoke Bishop halls, and
respondents living in North Somerset west of the Avon Gorge.

3.42

Figure 5 shows that the majority of respondents who usually travel to their place of
study by public transport live in and around the Stoke Bishop Halls, although there
are some clusters of respondents also travelling by public transport living in the city
centre and elsewhere around Bristol.

3.43

Figure 6 shows the areas where respondents who usually drive to their place of study
live. It is quite surprising to see a cluster (albeit a small cluster of 4 respondents)
stating that the drive to their place of study when living so close to the University
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Precinct. Less surprising are the clusters further out, particularly near the Langford
Vet School.
3.44

The data have been analysed separately for students living in the Stoke Bishop Halls:
Badock, Churchill, Durdham, Hiatt Baker, University and Wills. The mode share
results can be seen in Table 3.25 below.
Table 3.25: Usual Method of Travel to Main Place of Study from Stoke Bishop Halls

Year
Mode of Travel
Car driver - own
Car driver - with a least one passenger
Car passenger
Formal car share
Walk
Cycle
Bus or coach
U16 Bus
Train
Motorcycle
Park and Ride
Taxi
Wheelchair/mobility scooter
Formal study from home
3.45

2015

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
11.5%
7.0%
0.3%
80.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.9%

The results show that a significant majority of those respondents living at the Stoke
Bishop Halls take advantage of the University’s 16 bus service. It is also interesting to
see that none of the students usually travel to their place of study by car.

3.46

The analysis of the method of travel question is unweighted as it takes no account of
the number of journeys a student makes. Therefore someone walking to their place of
study twice a day five days per week is no different to someone who walks to their
place of study once a day on one day of the week. There are also a number of
examples of respondents stating that the usually use more than one mode, effectively
double counting.

3.47

In order to weight the results, the answers to a number of questions has been
combined in order to estimate the number of journeys each student makes by each
mode of transport in a typical week from which a weighted mode share can be
calculated.

3.48

The first step of the calculation is to apply a value to each of the responses provided.
Usually (67% - 100% of journeys) has been valued as 1 journey per day on average;
Sometimes (34% - 66% of journeys) has been valued as 0.666 journeys per day on
average (i.e used for travel on two out of three days); Occasionally (33% or fewer
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journeys) has been valued as 0.333 journeys per day on average (i.e used once
every three days); and Never is valued as zero journeys per day.
3.49

Where respondents have selected that they use a number of different modes the sum
of all of their mode choices may end up being higher than 1, say 2.5 journeys per day
on average. The values assigned to each option has then been rebased so that the
sum of all the responses is 1. For example if someone has said that they usually walk
and they usually catch the train and never use any other mode of transport, the value
assigned to each mode is reduced to 0.5 from 1, which assumes that they either walk
for half the journey and catch the train for half the journey or that they walk or catch
the train on alternate days.

3.50

We know how many days per week each student travels to their place of study from
the answers provided to question 10 and we know how many times per day they
typically travel to their place of study from question 13.

3.51

The average number of trips undertaken by each mode in an average week is
calculated by multiplying the value assigned to the mode by the number of trips per
day by the number of days per week.

3.52

The weighted mode share split can be seen in the chart overleaf.
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62.8%

Walk/run (all/most of the way)

7.7%

Bicycle
Wessex Bus Service 16 (University bus
service)

9.9%
5.0%

Other Bus service
Coach

1.1%

Park and Ride (bus or rail)

0.6%

Train

1.2%

Motorbike/Moped/Scooter

0.5%
2.4%

Car Driver - on your own
Car Driver - with at least 1 passenger

0.8%
1.9%

Car Passenger
Car Sharer (formal match through a car
sharing scheme)

0.2%

Taxi

0.7%

Wheelchair/mobility scooter

0.0%

Formal study from home

0.0%

3.53

5.2%
20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

The weighted mode share split is very similar to the un-weighted usual mode of travel
mode split. The results show that 94% of all travel to a place of study is undertaken
without using a car.

3.54

Excluding ‘Formal study from home’ which does not involve travel, the survey results
show that 93.7% of journeys associated with travel to a place of study are undertaken
without using a car of any kind.
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Question 12: How long does your door-to-door journey TO your place of study
normally take?

45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

3.55

42%

39%

10%

4%

Up to 15
minutes

16 to 30
minutes

31 to 45
minutes

46 to 60
minutes

2%

1%

2%

Over 1 hour Over 1 hour More than 1
and up to 1 15 minutes
hour 30
hour 15
and up to 1
minutes
minutes
hour 30
minutes

81% of students responded that they have a journey of 30 minutes or less. 95% of
student journeys to their place of study take an hour or less.
Table 3.26: Residencies Sub-analysis Q12
0-15
mins

16-30
mins

31-45
mins

46-60
mins

60-75
mins

76-90
mins

Stoke Bishop Residencies

9%

61%

28%

2%

0%

0%

More
than
90
mins
0%

Clifton Residencies

58%

40%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

46-60
mins

60-75
mins

76-90
mins

Table 3.27: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q12
0-15
mins

16-30
mins

31-45
mins

Southmead Hospital

9%

27%

50%

5%

9%

0%

More
than
90
mins
0%

Langford

35%

31%

7%

22%

4%

2%

0%
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Question 13: On the days that you are attending the University, on average how
many return journeys do you make between your term time address and your
place of study a day?

2 return journeys
a da y, 27%
3 return journeys
a da y, 3%
4 return journeys
a da y, 0%

5 + return
journeys a day,
1%
1 return journey
a da y, 70%

3.56

The majority of students travel to their place of study once per day, and 97% of
students make two or less return journeys to their place of study each day. The maps
below show the average number of journeys made by each student and the location
of their term time accommodation.
Table 3.28: Residencies Sub-analysis Q13

Stoke Bishop Residencies
Clifton Residencies

1 return
journey a
day
74%

2 return
journeys
a day
24%

3 return
journeys
a day
2%

4 return
journeys
a day
1%

5 + return
journeys
a day
0%

47%

47%

6%

0%

1%

Table 3.29: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q13

Southmead Hospital
Langford

1 return
journey a
day
95%

2 return
journeys
a day
0%

3 return
journeys
a day
0%

4 return
journeys
a day
0%

5 + return
journeys
a day
5%

82%

18%

0%

0%

0%

Question 14: Apart from when you are attending the University to study, what
other/additional journeys do you make?
3.57

Students were asked to select other / additional journeys that they make other than
their journey to and from their place of study. Respondents were presented with a list
of 24 places and were given the opportunity to select ‘Other’ and provide a separate
answer. Respondents were able to select multiple options.
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3.58

Answers which were given by more than 5% of respondents can be seen in Table
3.30 below.
Table 3.30: Journey Types/Destinations Other Than To/From Place of Study
Type of Journey/Destination
Shopping (food)
Shopping (non-food)
Library
General leisure trips
Visiting friends/relatives in Bristol
Travel to/from home
Sports activities (excluding University pool and sports centres)
University societies
Conferences/workshops
Personal healthcare
Employment
University Sports Centre (Tyndall Avenue)
UBU (excluding University swimming pool)
Voluntary work
University Swimming Pool
Coombe Dingle - Sports complex
Place of worship
Student course placement
Music lesson/rehearsal
Field work

3.59

%
87.3%
63.6%
58.1%
57.5%
57.3%
48.7%
36.6%
32.2%
24.9%
24.1%
19.7%
17.8%
16.7%
14.6%
11.0%
9.3%
7.9%
7.4%
7.2%
6.4%

A full list of the responses provided can be seen in Appendix B.
Table 3.31: Journey Types/Destinations Other Than To/From Place of Study – Sub-Analysis Q14
Type of Journey/Destination
Additional tuition outside of course
Care of animals e.g. horses
Child/adult care
Conferences/workshops
Coombe Dingle - Sports complex
Employment
Extra mural studies
Field work
General leisure trips
Going Home.
Library
Music lesson/rehearsal
Personal healthcare
Place of worship
Shopping (food)
Shopping (non-food)
Sports activities (excluding University pool
and sports centres)
Student course placement
to the zoo
Travel to/from home
Travelling back to Scotland to visit family.
UBU (excluding University swimming pool)
University societies
University Sports Centre (Tyndall Avenue)
University Swimming Pool
Visiting friends/relatives in Bristol
Voluntary work

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
3%
1%
0%
11%
18%
10%
0%
2%
60%
0%
65%
6%
24%
5%
86%
64%

Clifton
Residencies
%
2%
0%
2%
18%
18%
11%
0%
4%
59%
1%
66%
10%
22%
8%
92%
65%

31%
4%
0%
47%
0%
14%
38%
21%
12%
43%
10%
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Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

18%
0%
9%
59%
18%
27%
0%
5%
55%
0%
32%
0%
14%
5%
77%
32%

9%
24%
2%
40%
5%
16%
2%
22%
71%
0%
42%
2%
40%
0%
85%
69%

36%

27%

51%

5%
0%
40%
0%
24%
44%
15%
12%
43%
9%

32%
0%
50%
0%
9%
23%
23%
23%
45%
18%

44%
2%
69%
2%
4%
20%
11%
9%
69%
13%

23

Question 15: Do you live elsewhere outside of term-time?
3.60

65% of respondents stated that they did live elsewhere outside of term time and 35%
said that they did not.
Table 3.32: Residencies Sub-analysis Q15
Stoke Bishop
Residencies
Clifton Residencies

Yes

No

92%

8%

87%

13%

Table 3.33: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q15
Yes

No

Southmead Hospital

36%

64%

Langford

64%

36%

Question 16: When you travel from your 'non-term time address' to your 'term
time address', how often do you use the following modes of transport?

Occasionally (33% or fewer journeys)
Sometimes (34% - 66% of journeys)
Usually (67% - 100% of journeys)

3%
2%

Aeroplane
Taxi

3%
2%
2%
1%
0%

Car Sharer (formal match through a car sharing scheme)

14%
5%

Car Passenger
Car Driver - with at least 1 passenger

7%

3%

6%
5%

Car Driver - on your own

29%
26%

11%
9%

9%

1%
0%
0%
1%
1%
0%

Motorbike/Moped/Scooter
Park and Ride (bus or rail)

16%

Train
Other Coach Service

8%

26%

35%

10%
10%

4%
5%
5%

National Express 040 Coach Service (to/from Stoke
Bishop Halls of Residence)

8%
8%
7%

Bus
2%
2%
1%
2%
3%
4%

Bicycle
Walk/run (all/most of the way)
0%

10%
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20%

24

30%

40%

3.61

It is interesting to see relatively little car use by students travelling between their
home and their term time address. As the survey was undertaken in February it is
possible that students are answering the question based on their most recent journey
home over the Christmas holidays. It is expected that the proportion of students
travelling by car at the start and end of term is higher.

3.62

The majority of students (55%) usually travel to their term time address by public
transport (Bus/Train/Coach). 14% of students usually travel by plane.
Question 17: If you EVER travel by '''aeroplane''' to your University term time
address, which departure airport do you use?

3.63

Those students who sometimes or always travel by aeroplane to University were
asked to specify the departure airport. A number of respondents seemed to be
confused by the wording of the question as 5.4% started that they departed from
Bristol Airport (BRS). A further 5.2% suggested that the departed from London
Heathrow Airport (LHR), 1.1% suggested that they departed from Stanstead (STN)
and 0.3% suggested that they departed from Gatwick. It is not possible to fly to Bristol
from any London airport currently.

3.64

Table 3.34 below lists out the airport names provided by students and the proportion
of students who selected them, excluding the airports listed above.
Table 3.34: Journey Types/Destinations Other Than To/From Place of Study
Airport Name
HKG HONG KONG
NCL UK Newcastle
BFS UK Belfast
PEK CHINA Beijing
SIN SINGAPORE
ATH GREECE Athens
CDG FRANCE Paris
KUL MALAYSIA Kuala Lumpur
MAD SPAIN Madrid
EDI UK Edinburgh
FCO ITALY Rome
GVA SWITZ`LND Geneva
BUH ROMANIA Bucharest
AMS NETHERLANDS Amsterdam
Schipol
DUB IRELAND Dublin
IOM UK Isle Of Man
PVG CHINA Shanghai
CAN CHINA Guangzhou
DXB UAE Dubai
LCA CYPRUS Larnaca
DEL INDIA Delhi
LYS FRANCE Lyon
MUC GERMANY Munich

%
4.9%
4.9%
4.6%
3.1%
2.8%
2.6%
2.6%
2.6%
2.6%
2.3%
2.3%
2.1%
1.8%

Airport Name
GCI UK Guernsey
GIG BRAZIL Rio
GLA UK Glasgow
JER UK Jersey
JFK USA New York JFK
KHI PAKISTAN Karachi
LAX USA Los Angeles
LIS PORTUGAL Lisbon
LUX LUXEMBOURG
MEX MEXICO Mexico City
MNL PHILIPPINES Manila
MRU MAURITIUS
NBO KENYA Nairobi

1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%

NCE FRANCE Nice
PFO CYPRUS Paphos
PRG CZECH REP. Prague
SCL CHILE Santiago
ABZ UK Aberdeen
ADL AUSTRALIA Adelaide
AGP SPAIN Malaga
BCN SPAIN Barcelona
BLQ ITALY Bologna
EWR USA Newark
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%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Table 3.34: Journey Types/Destinations Other Than To/From Place of Study
Airport Name
SHA CHINA Shanghai
SYD AUSTRALIA Sydney
AUH UAE Abu Dhabi
BRU BELGIUM Brussels

%
1.0%
1.0%
0.8%
0.8%

BUD HUNGARY Budapest
CMB SRI LANKA Colombo
FRA GERMANY Frankfurt
ADL AUSTRALIA Adelaide
AGP SPAIN Malaga
BCN SPAIN Barcelona
BLQ ITALY Bologna
EWR USA Newark
HAN VIETNAM Hanoi
ICN KOREA Seoul Incheon
IEV UKRAINE Kiev
JKT INDONESIA Jakarta
JNB SOUTH AFRICA Johannesburg
KBL AFGHANISTAN Kabul
OSL NORWAY Oslo
SOF BULGARIA Sofia
SXF GERMANY Berlin Schoenefeld
TLS FRANCE Toulouse
WAW POLAND Warsaw
YVR Vancouver Canada
ZRH SWITZ`LND Zurich
ACC GHANA Accra
ALC SPAIN Alicante
BAH BAHRAIN Bahrain
BAK AZERBAIJAN Baku
BFS Belfast
BGI BARBADOS Barbados
BGO NORWAY Bergen
BGY ITALY Bergamo
BHX UK Birmingham
BIO SPAIN Bilbao
BKK THAILAND Bangkok
BLL DENMARK Billund
BLR INDIA Bangalore
BOD FRANCE Bordeaux
BOG COLOMBIA Bogota
BOM INDIA Mumbai

0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

Boryspil, Kiev, Ukraine

0.3%

BOS USA Boston
BSB BRAZIL Brasília
BTS SLOVAKIA Bratislava
BWI USA Baltimore
BZR FRANCE Beziers
CCU INDIA Calcutta
CGK INDONESIA Jakarta
CPH DENMARK Copenhagen
CUN MEXICO Cancun
DAC BANGLADESH Dhaka
DME RUSSIA Domodedevo

0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

Airport Name
HAN VIETNAM Hanoi
ICN KOREA Seoul Incheon
IEV UKRAINE Kiev
JKT INDONESIA Jakarta
JNB SOUTH AFRICA
Johannesburg
KBL AFGHANISTAN Kabul
OSL NORWAY Oslo
EBB UGANDA Entebbe
EVN ARMENIA Yerevan
FAO PORTUGAL Faro
GDN POLAND Gdansk
GRU BRAZIL Sao Paulo
HAJ GERMANY Hannover
HAM GERMANY Hamburg
HEL FINLAND Helsinki
HND JAPAN Haneda
HOU USA Houston
HRE ZIMBABWAE Harare
IST TURKEY Istanbul
KBP UKRAINE Kyiv
KUN LITHUANIA
KWI KUWAIT Kuwait
LBA UK Leeds Bradford
LLW MALAWI Lilongwe
LOS NIGERIA Lagos Murtala
LTN UK London Luton
MAA INDIA Chennai
MAN UK Manchester
MLA MALTA Malta
MOW RUSSIA Moscow
MPM MOZAMBIQUE Maputo
MSP USA Minneapolis
NQY UK Newquay
NRT JAPAN Tokyo
NUE Nuremberg GERMANY
OPO PORTUGAL Porto
ORD USA Chicago
PER AUSTRALIA Perth
PSA, Pisa, Italy
RAK MOROCCO Marrakech
RUH SAUDI ARABIA Riyadh
SQC SANTIAGO DE
COMPOSTELA (SPAIN)
SVO RUSSIAN Moscow
Sheremetyevo
SVQ SPAIN Seville
TIA ALBANIA Tirana
TIP LIBYA Tripoli
TRN ITALY Turin
VIE AUSTRIA Vienna
VLC SPAIN Valencia
VNO LITHUANIA Vilnius
WMI Warsaw-Modlin
YUL CANADA Montreal
YYZ CANADA Toronto
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%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%

Question 18: In a typical academic year, how often do you/or will you make a return
journey between your non-term time address and your term time
address?
Once a n a cademic year,
8%
Every week, 2%

Once a term, 50%

2-3 ti mes a term,
39%

3.65

Respondents were then asked to state how often they travelled between their term
time and non-term time addresses. 50% of students did so once per term, a further
39% did so 2 – 3 times per term and only 2% did so weekly.

3.66

8% of respondents travelled home once per year.
Table 3.35: Residencies Sub-analysis Q18
Every week

2-3 times a
term

Once a term

Stoke Bishop Residencies

1%

46%

50%

Once an
academic
year
3%

Clifton Residencies

2%

39%

51%

8%

Table 3.36: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q18
Every week

2-3 times a
term

Once a term

Southmead Hospital

8%

25%

50%

Once an
academic
year
17%

Langford

9%

68%

24%

0%
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Car Travel
Question 19: Do you hold a current UK driving licence?
3.67

56% of respondents stated that they had a full UK driving licence, 17% stated that
they had a provisional UK driving licence and 27% stated that they did not have a UK
driving licence.
Table 3.37: Residencies Sub-analysis Q19
Yes

No

I have a provisional UK licence

Stoke Bishop Residencies

56%

18%

25%

Clifton Residencies

44%

29%

27%

Table 3.38: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q19
Yes

No

I have a provisional UK licence

Southmead Hospital

71%

24%

5%

Langford

87%

9%

4%

Question 20: Have you brought a car to the University?
3.68

82% of respondents stated that they did not bring a car to University. 18% responded
that they did bring a car to University.
Table 3.39: Residencies Sub-analysis Q20
Yes

No

Stoke Bishop Residencies

8%

92%

Clifton Residencies

6%

94%

Table 3.40: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q20

3.69

Yes

No

Southmead Hospital

50%

50%

Langford

75%

25%

Those that responded ‘No’ were then asked whether they were considering bringing a
car to, or purchasing a car, whilst at the University. 71% of those who said that they
did not have a car said ‘No’ they had not considered bringing or buying a car, 11%
said that they may be considering bringing or buying a car, and 6% said ‘Yes’ they
were considering bringing or buying a car. 11% of those who stated that they did not
have a car at University did not provide an answer to the secondary question.
Table 3.41: Residencies Sub-analysis Q20a
No

Maybe

Yes

Stoke Bishop Residencies

71%

20%

9%

Clifton Residencies

81%

14%

5%
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Table 3.42: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q20a

3.70

No

Maybe

Yes

Southmead Hospital

67%

22%

11%

Langford

62%

8%

31%

The question was also analysed for students living in the Stoke Bishop halls of
residence.

3.71

The results showed that 8.4% of students living in Stoke Bishop halls brought a car
with them to University. There are currently 2,416 bed spaces in these halls which
would suggest a parking demand of around 202 cars based on the survey result.
Those that responded ‘No’ were then asked whether they were considering bringing a
car to, or purchasing a car, whilst at the University. 73% of those who said that they
did not have a car said ‘No’ they had not considered bringing or buying a car, 19%
said that they may be considering bringing or buying a car, and 9% said ‘Yes’ they
were considering bringing or buying a car. 11% of those who stated that they did not
have a car at University did not provide an answer to the secondary question.
Question 21: What are (or will be) the main reasons for you using your car
whilst at University?

3.72

Students were asked to select from a list of reasons for using their car whilst at
University. Respondents were allowed to select multiple options from the list, and
were given the opportunity to select ‘Other’ and provide a separate answer.
Respondents were able to select multiple options.

3.73

The 30 most popular answers can be seen in Table 3.43 below.
Table 3.43: Main reasons for you using your car whilst at University
Reason
Convenience
Travel to/from non-term time accommodation (home)
Socialising
Transportation of heavy/bulky equipment
Comfort
Cost of alternatives
Lack of suitable alternatives
Sports related activities
Travel to placements
Poor weather conditions
Travel to lectures/seminars
Travel to work/charity work
Personal Safety
Child/adult care responsibilities
Animal care responsibilities
Mobility impairment/disability
Status
Food shopping
University society trips
A car for my wife and I to get about now and again.
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%
42.0%
25.2%
24.2%
23.5%
22.8%
22.0%
21.3%
19.2%
18.8%
17.2%
15.7%
14.0%
7.9%
5.1%
4.1%
1.3%
0.9%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
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Table 3.43: Main reasons for you using your car whilst at University
Reason
Access to outdoor activities
Already owned car before starting PhD (and already lived in Bristol). Mostly used for
visiting friends/family in other parts of the UK on weekends and for travelling to
volleyball training which finishes after dark.
Being able to not spend weekends in Bristol
Bus sometimes takes too long for me to get to work on time after uni
Carrying books from the library
Clinical on calls
Comes under socialising but I now mostly use my car for trips to see friends outside of
Bristol
Daily comute to Park&Ride (Avonmouth)
day trips to go bird-watching
Driving to Coombe Dingle when exams are held there in summer.

3.74

%
0.1%

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

A full list of the other responses provided can be seen in Appendix C.
Table 3.44: Reasons for using a car – Sub-Analysis Q21
Reason for using a car
Animal care responsibilities
Child/adult care responsibilities
Comfort
Convenience
Cost of alternatives
Field work
Food Shop
Freedom
Lack of suitable alternatives
Mobility impairment/disability
Music
No shops in Langford to do a food shop
hence need a car
none
Personal Safety
Poor weather conditions
Safety across Downs
Socialising
Sports related activities
Status
Study in other towns
to go to tesco
To travel back to Scotland to visit parents
Transportation of heavy/bulky equipment
Travel to Langford (vet med student)
Travel to lectures/seminars
Travel to placements
Travel to research laboratory in Langford
Travel to work/charity work
Travel to/from non-term time
accommodation (home)
Travelling to Langford

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
0.6%
0.3%
14.0%
27.5%
7.3%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
3.4%
0.3%
0.3%

Clifton
Residencies
%
0.8%
0.8%
8.9%
18.5%
5.6%
0.0%
0.8%
0.0%
4.0%
1.6%
0.0%

0.0%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

0.0%
9.1%
18.2%
45.5%
27.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
22.7%
0.0%
0.0%

18.2%
1.8%
20.0%
56.4%
34.5%
0.0%
0.0%
1.8%
61.8%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.8%

0.3%
1.7%
7.3%
0.3%
12.9%
13.7%
0.3%
0.0%
0.3%
0.0%
12.9%
0.0%
6.4%
8.4%
0.0%
4.8%

0.0%
0.8%
4.0%
0.0%
6.5%
9.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
8.9%
0.8%
4.8%
8.9%
0.0%
3.2%

0.0%
9.1%
36.4%
0.0%
13.6%
27.3%
0.0%
4.5%
0.0%
0.0%
22.7%
0.0%
27.3%
59.1%
0.0%
13.6%

0.0%
10.9%
20.0%
0.0%
38.2%
21.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.8%
30.9%
0.0%
52.7%
47.3%
1.8%
21.8%

23.8%

12.1%

22.7%

40.0%

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Question 22: Are you aware of the Residents' Parking Schemes that are shortly
to be introduced in the City which will severely restrict your opportunities for
on street parking?
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3.75

54% of students who answered the question stated that they were aware of the
proposed Residents’ Parking Schemes. 46% said that they were not aware.
Table 3.45: Residencies Sub-analysis Q22
Yes

No

Stoke Bishop Residencies

31%

69%

Clifton Residencies

43%

57%

Table 3.46: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q22
Yes

No

Southmead Hospital

68%

32%

Langford

74%

26%

Question 23: Where do you usually park (or plan to park) your car when at your
term time accommodation address?
3.76

Students were asked to state where they parked (or planned to park) their car from a
provided list of seven options, including an ‘other’ option.

Res idents' Pa rking
Scheme - own permit
21%

Cha rged Public/NCP car
pa rk
3%

Priva te
ga ra ge/driveway
24%

Cha rged on-street
pa rking
4%

Other
3%

Free on-street parking
39%

3.77

Hal l of Residence car
pa rk
6%

A large proportion of respondents stated that they parked for free on street (39%),
and the majority of respondents parked their vehicle on street whether this was free
(39%), charged (4%) or as part of a residents parking scheme (21%).
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3.78

3% of respondents provided an alternative answer, these are shown in Table 3.47
below.
Table 3.47: Other car parking locations suggested by respondents
Parking Location
(Motorbike parks anywhere) this survey is not motorbike friendly! I hold a CBT and park in the
staff car pack, security are nice
dint know
do not own a car
don t use a car
driveway at house in 4th year when I am in Langford
Hadn't planned
Haven't thought about it yet
home
I applied and paid for a permit (CM) area, however was notified after lengthy liaisons with the
council that as the car was not registered in my name (i.e. tenant of BS6 residency) it was not
possible to acquire a permit. I was refunded and have gained 50 free visitor permits as per the
scheme, however current parking is a 5-10 minute walk from residency and the car is not used
often partly for this reason and partly due to 3rd year work load.
I attend evening classes and so the driver whom I get a lift with can park on road after 5pm free
and in staff carpark after 6pm free
i dont have a car
I don't live in Bristol
in my accommodation car park area.
In the car park at Bristol Baptist College
My full time address is not in Bristol
n/a
N/A - although we do have our own car parking space at our address
none apply
not driving
Not sure about what long term options are available at halls of residence
on my drive
on street - either free or with permit
Pay for parking in hall when I have car down
Place o
Private off-street parking
Using a City Car Club Type Space
When at University daily, park at Park&Ride Avonmouth
won't have to
Table 3.48: Usual Parking Locations – Sub-Analysis Q23
Usual parking location
Hall of Residence car park
Free on-street parking
Charged on-street parking
Residents' Parking Scheme own permit
Charged Public/NCP car park
Private garage/driveway
Other

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
36%
34%
2%

Clifton
Residencies
%
23%
53%
0%

14%
0%
11%
3%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

6%
41%
12%

2%
36%
0%

10%

18%

13%

0%
13%
0%

0%
18%
6%

0%
49%
0%
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Question 23a: If you park in the Halls of Residence car park, do you have a
valid parking permit?
3.79

44% of students who stated that they parked in the Halls of Residence car parks had
a parking permit. The remaining 56% did not have a parking permit, although nearly
half of these students (24%) stated that they were in the process of applying for one.
Table 3.49: Residencies Sub-analysis Q23a
Yes

No

Stoke Bishop Residencies

45%

30%

In process of
applying for one
25%

Clifton Residencies

57%

29%

14%

Table 3.50: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q23a
Yes

No

Southmead Hospital

100%

0%

In process of
applying for one
0%

Langford

100%

0%

0%

Question 24: Where do you usually park (or plan to park) your car when
attending lectures/seminars at the University?
3.80

66% of students responding to this question stated that they did not drive their car to
lectures or seminars. The responses from those who stated that they did drive to
lectures or seminars is summarised in the chart overleaf.
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30%
25%

25%

20%

20%
15%

12%
10%
5%

9%

9%

8%
4%

5%

5%

4%

0%

3.81

1/3rd of students who selected ‘Other’ suggested that they parked in the University car
park at Langford. 23% of students who selected ‘Other’ stated that the question was
not applicable or they did not have a car.

3.82

The responses provided by the remaining respondents who provided an alternative
answer can be seen in Table 3.51 below.
Table 3.51: Where do you usually park (or plan to park) your car when attending
lectures/seminars at the University – Other responses
anywhere I can find parking free or charged
Free on-street if i can get a space, NCP if not
Haven't thought about it yet
If driving to hospitals I try to park in free residential parking nearby
In the car park at Trinity College
No car yet, planned to be part of a car share scheme
Not yet decided
Place of work's nearby car park
Placement car park
Public multistory carparks when needed
Sokescroft
Use friends' visitors parking permits
Varies depending on health, Free when possible
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Table 3.52: Where do you usually park (or plan to park) your car when attending
lectures/seminars at the University – Sub-Analysis Q24
Stoke Bishop
Clifton
Southmead Langford
Usual parking location
Residencies
Residencies
Hospital %
%
%
%
University car park (with the
12%
13%
13%
19%
associated parking permit)
University car park (without the
15%
13%
0%
57%
associated parking permit)
Hospital car parks
4%
3%
38%
0%
Free on-street parking
27%
28%
38%
5%
Charged on-street parking
27%
25%
0%
2%
Residents' Parking Scheme 0%
0%
0%
0%
own permit
Charged public/NCP car park
8%
6%
0%
2%
Park and Ride car park
0%
0%
0%
0%
Private garage/driveway
0%
0%
0%
2%
Other
8%
13%
13%
12%

Public Transport
Question 25. How would you rate the current Wessex Bus Service 16
(University bus service)
3.83

51% of respondents stated that they did not know enough about the bus service to
comment. The answers from the remaining respondents has been summarised in the
chart below.

Poor, 7%

Very poor, 3%
Very Good, 12%

Avera ge, 32%

Good, 46%

3.84

58% of respondents said that the service was good or very good, while only 10% said
that the service was poor or very poor.
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Table 3.53: Residencies Sub-analysis Q25
Very
Good

Good

Average

Poor

Very
poor

Stoke Bishop Residencies

20%

49%

26%

4%

1%

Do not know
enough about
the bus
service to
comment
0%

Clifton Residencies

12%

31%

25%

5%

1%

26%

Table 3.54: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q25
Very
Good

Good

Average

Poor

Very
poor

Southmead Hospital

0%

14%

5%

0%

0%

Do not know
enough about
the bus
service to
comment
81%

Langford

2%

5%

7%

2%

2%

82%

Question 26: What changes would most encourage you to use the Wessex Bus
Service 16 (University bus service) more often or to start using it?
3.85

Respondents were provided with a list of 16 changes which they might like to see
introduced to encourage them to use the service. The options included an ‘Other’
option allowing students to provide an alternative answer. Students were able to
select as many options from the list as they liked.

3.86

The results have been summarised in Table 3.55 below.
Table 3.55: What changes would most encourage you to use the Wessex Bus Service
16 (University bus service) more often or to start using it?
Changes
%
More frequent weekday services
15%
More frequent evening services (17:00 - 21:30)
19%
More frequent night service (21:30 to 04:00)
19%
More frequent Saturday services
14%
More frequent Sunday services
18%
More frequent City Centre services
19%
Link to Bristol Temple Meads
38%
Link to University Bristol Union
13%
Services during vacation periods
10%
Cheaper tickets/passes
22%
More variety of tickets/passes
9%
Improved/additional bus stops/shelters
9%
Cleaner buses (internally and externally)
3%
Real time information within the Precinct/Halls of Residence
17%
I do not use the Service 16 because the route doesn't serve my term time address
45%
Other
7%

3.87

45% of respondents to the survey said that they did not use the 16 service as it does
not serve their term time address, This was the most popular response.

3.88

There were 193 responses provided by those who selected ‘Other’ and the full list of
responses can be seen in Appendix D. The ‘Other’ responses have also been
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categorised into 21 types so that they can more easily be analysed. These are
summarised in Table 3.56 below.
Table 3.56: Types of ‘Other’ response provided?
Changes
Improved driver attitude/customer service
Improved punctuality
Prefer to walk/cycle
Timetable earlier start/later finish
Free/cheaper bus passes for year 2+
Better mapping and timetable information
Clearer fare structure
Services during vacation periods
Didn't know about service
Don't use/ plan to use the bus
multi-operator ticket
Extend bus route/ provide additional bus routes
Live too close to need bus service
Use Alternative operator
Overcrowding/bus capacity
Does not serve term time address
Improve reliability of Realtime information
Improved/additional bus stops/shelters
More frequent services
Nothing or N/A

3.89

%
5%
19%
17%
9%
5%
2%
1%
1%
5%
7%
2%
14%
7%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
4%
2%

19% of ‘Other’ responses mentioned issues around the punctuality of the bus service.
14% wanted to see the route extended or additional routes added to serve areas not
currently served. 9% wanted the bus service to start earlier in the day and/or finish
later in the evening.
Table 3.57: What changes would most encourage you to use the Wessex Bus Service 16
(University bus service) more often or to start using it?– Sub-Analysis Q26
Stoke Bishop
Clifton
Southmead Langford
Changes
Residencies
Residencies
Hospital %
%
%
%
More frequent weekday services
26%
20%
18%
2%
More frequent evening services
42%
23%
9%
2%
(17:00 - 21:30)
More frequent night service
43%
27%
9%
5%
(21:30 to 04:00)
More frequent Saturday services
34%
23%
5%
2%
More frequent Sunday services
55%
26%
5%
4%
More frequent City Centre
37%
34%
9%
5%
services
Link to Bristol Temple Meads
77%
66%
23%
15%
Link to University Bristol Union
17%
21%
9%
7%
Services during vacation periods
19%
13%
18%
4%
Cheaper tickets/passes
8%
20%
14%
15%
More variety of tickets/passes
6%
2%
0%
5%
Improved/additional bus
17%
12%
0%
4%
stops/shelters
Cleaner buses (internally and
3%
3%
5%
0%
externally)
Real time information within the
46%
23%
0%
4%
Precinct/Halls of Residence
I do not use the Service 16
because the route doesn't serve
0%
35%
55%
69%
my term time address
Other
12%
4%
5%
7%
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Question 27: If you regularly use another bus service, please state its provider
and service number e.g. First Bus Service 8 or Wessex Service 19
3.90

Respondents provided the names and numbers of 82 different bus services and
operators. The most frequently mentioned service was First Bus Service 8 which was
mentioned by 49.3% of people responding to this question The second most
frequently mentioned service was First Bus Service 9 which was mentioned by 45.6%
of respondents and the third most mentioned service was First Bus Service 2 with
13.5% of respondents selecting this service.

3.91

The full list of responses can be seen in Table 3.58 below.
Table 3.58: Bus services regularly used by respondents
Operator and Service No
First Bus 8
First Bus 9
First Bus 2
First Bus 1
First Bus 41
Wessex 19
First Bus 40
First Bus 75
First Bus 76
First Bus 7
First Bus 48
Wessex 505
First Bus X1
First Bus 24
First Bus 43
First Bus 49
First Bus 42
First Bus 71
First Bus 6
First Bus 70
First Bus 72
First Bus 45
First Bus 73

%
49.3%
45.6%
13.5%
12.3%
6.5%
5.7%
4.2%
3.2%
3.1%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.7%
1.7%
1.7%
1.5%
1.5%
1.4%
1.3%
1.3%
1.2%
1.2%

First Bus X39
Wessex 16
First Bus 44
First Bus 47
First Bus 90
First Bus X8
First Bus X2
First Bus 46
Bristol Airport A2
First Bus W1
First Bus X6
First Bus 5
First Bus 39
First Bus 51
First Bus 78
First Bus X73

1.2%
1.1%
1.1%
1.0%
0.9%
0.9%
0.8%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%

First Bus 40A

0.4%

First Bus 50

0.4%

Operator and Service No
First Bus 376
First Bus 379
First Bus 38
First Bus 79
CT Plus 902
First Bus 903
Bristol Airport A1
First Bus X3
First Bus X46
First Bus X49
First Bus 36
First Bus 54
First Bus 74
First Bus 178
Abus 349
First Bus X9
First Bus X47
First Bus X74
First Bus 3
First Bus 4
First Bus 11
First Bus 12
First Bus 13
First Bus 14
First Bus 15
First Bus 25
First Bus 37
First Bus 92
Bakers Dolphin 121
National Express 200
First Bus 342
First Bus 396
Wessex 501
Wessex 502
Bugler Coaches 672
First Bus 723
CT Plus 904
National Express 040
First Bus X10
free coach service provided for vet
students between Bristol and Langford
Langford to Bristol Coach Station
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%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

Table 3.59:

Bus services regularly used by respondents - Sub-Analysis Q26

Bus Service
First Bus 1
First Bus 2
First Bus 8
First Bus 9
Wessex 16
Wessex 19
First Bus 24
First Bus 40
First Bus 40A
First Bus 41
First Bus 45
First Bus 46
First Bus 47
First Bus 48
First Bus 49
First Bus 70
First Bus 73
First Bus 76
First Bus 396
Wessex 501
Wessex 502
Wessex 505
CT Plus 902
First Bus X2
First Bus X6
First Bus X39

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
10%
8%
54%
35%
6%
0%
2%
4%
0%
12%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
2%
2%

Clifton
Residencies
%
4%
2%
67%
50%
4%
6%
0%
4%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
2%
0%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

0%
2%
8%
8%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
4%
0%
2%
2%
6%
0%
0%
0%
0%

8%
8%
10%
8%
0%
2%
0%
6%
2%
6%
2%
2%
4%
4%
2%
2%
0%
2%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
29%

Cycling
Question 28: If you cycle, where do you usually park your bicycle?
3.92

Students who cycled were asked to state where they usually parked their bike when
they were at their place of study and when they were at their usual place of term time
residence. The responses can be seen in Table 3.60 below and 3.61 overleaf.
Table 3.60: Cycle parking locations at usual place of study
Cycle parking location
Bicycle hoop
On railings
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
I'd like to cycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my bike
Inside the building
Garage
On lamp posts
Garden shed
Bike spaces provided
Garden
I don't often cycle as I am worried my bike will be stolen
outside of the building(at the fence)
wherever I can lock it

3.93

%
62.6%
20.9%
9.3%
2.6%
2.0%
1.2%
0.4%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

More than 83% of students cycling to University lock their bikes to bicycle hoops or to
railings. Interestingly 2.6% stated that the lack of cycle parking prevents them from
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cycling to their place of study. This may be one of the reasons for the reduction in the
number of students usually cycling to their place of study since 2012.
Table 3.61: Cycle parking locations at term time residence
Cycle parking location
Inside the building
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Garage
Garden shed
Garden
Bicycle hoop
On railings
On lamp posts
boot of car
Chain to a bench in my garden
Hallway of house
I'd like to cycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my bike
In my room
In the hallway
In the living room
inside
inside house

3.94

%
45.7%
18.5%
8.8%
7.3%
6.9%
6.7%
4.4%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%

Nearly half of respondents stated that they park their bike within the building in which
they live. 18.5% park their bike in a secure covered cycle store. 16.1% park their bike
in a secure outbuilding such as a shed or garage. 11.6% appear to park their bike in a
public place such as on a bicycle hoop, lamp post or railings.

3.95

Very few respondents stated that the lack of cycle parking at their term time address
prevented them from cycling.
Table 3.62: Cycle parking locations at usual place of study – Sub-Analysis Q28
Location
Bicycle hoop
Bike spaces provided
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Garage
Garden
Garden shed
I don't often cycle as I am
worried my bike will be stolen
I'd like to cycle, but I do not
because there is nowhere to park
my bike
Inside the building
n/a
On lamp posts
On railings
outside of the building(at the
fence)
wherever I can lock it

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
59%
2%
7%
2%
0%
0%

Clifton
Residencies
%
90%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

56%
0%
22%
0%
0%
0%

57%
0%
29%
0%
0%
0%

0%

0%

0%

3%
0%
0%
0%
28%

0%
0%
0%
0%
10%

0%
11%
0%
0%
11%

0%
14%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%
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Table 3.63: Cycle parking locations at term time residence – Sub-Analysis Q28
Location
Bicycle hoop
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Garage
Garden
Garden shed
Inside the building
On railings

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
19%
67%
3%
2%
3%
5%
2%

Clifton
Residencies
%
0%
70%
10%
0%
0%
20%
0%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

0%
11%
11%
11%
11%
44%
11%

0%
0%
20%
30%
10%
40%
0%

Motorcycling
Question 29: If you ride to study, where do you usually park your
motorbike/moped/scooter?
3.96

Students who travelled by motorbike, moped or scooter were asked to state where
they usually parked their bike when they were at their place of study and when they
were at their usual place of term time residence. The responses are displayed in
Table 3.64 and Table 3.65 below.
Table 3.64: Motorcycle parking locations at usual place of study
Motorcycle parking location
Pavement
Bicycle hoop
Marked motorbike bay - on University Estate
I'd like to motorcycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my motorbike
Marked motorbike bay - on street
Motorbike anchor
Car parking bay - on street
Car parking bay - on University Estate
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility

3.97

%
37.5%
12.5%
12.5%
8.3%
8.3%
8.3%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%

A significant proportion of respondents stated that they would travel by motorcycle to
their place of study but do not due to a lack of motorcycle parking. The high figure is
due in part to the low number of students who provided answers to these questions,
around 0.8% of the students who completed the survey.
Table 3.65: Motorcycle parking locations at term time residence
Motorcycle parking location
Garage
Car parking bay - on street
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
I'd like to motorcycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my motorbike
Motorbike anchor
Pavement
Bicycle hoop
drive
Driveway
Friends Garage
House Backgarden
Marked motorbike bay - on University Estate
Park and Ride car park
private parking
Staff car park behind perry road - there's a corner that car's can't access and security
allow me to use! :)
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%
24.0%
8.0%
8.0%
8.0%
8.0%
8.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%
4.0%

3.98

Again a significant proportion of respondents stated that the lack of adequate parking
for powered two wheelers discourages them from motorcycling.

3.99

A large proportion of respondents have access to a garage or enclosed parking
facility.
Table 3.66: Motorcycle parking locations at usual place of study – Sub-Analysis Q29
Motorcycle parking location
Bicycle hoop
Car parking bay - on street
Car parking bay - on UoB Estate
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
I'd like to motorcycle, but I do not
because there is nowhere to park
my motorbike
Marked motorbike bay - on street
Marked motorbike bay - on UoB
Estate
Motorbike anchor
Pavement

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Clifton
Residencies
%
0%
100%
0%
0%

0%
0%
100%
0%
0%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

-

-

0%
0%

-

-

0%
0%
0%

-

-

Table 3.67: Motorcycle parking locations at term time residence – Sub-Analysis Q29
Motorcycle parking location
Bicycle hoop
Car parking bay - on street
Driveway
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Friends Garage
Garage
House Backgarden
I'd like to motorcycle, but I do not
because there is nowhere to park
my motorbike
Marked motorbike bay - on UoB
Estate
Motorbike anchor
Park and Ride car park
Pavement

Stoke Bishop
Residencies
%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Clifton
Residencies
%
0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
100%
0%
0%
0%

Southmead
Hospital %

Langford
%

-

-

0%

-

-

0%
0%
0%
0%

-

-

Travel Plan Measures
Question 30: Are you aware of the following University initiatives?
3.100

Respondents were asked to state whether they were aware of a range of Travel Plan
measures and whether they had made use of the measures. The results are
summarised in Table 3.68 overleaf.
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Table 3.68: Travel plan measure awareness
Yes I am
aware, but
have not
used it

Yes I am
aware and
have used
it

No I am not
aware

Wessex Bus Service 16 (University bus service)

28%

56%

16%

The free bicycle clinic - Every other Wednesday

41%

7%

52%

Free bicycle security tagging - in partnership with the
Police

20%

3%

77%

The discounted lock and light sales

13%

3%

84%

Free adult cycle training

9%

1%

90%

A bicycle BUDi scheme

4%

0%

95%

A walking BUDi scheme

4%

0%

95%

26%

8%

66%

13%

2%

85%

5%

2%

93%

9%

3%

88%

Travel Plan Measures

National Express 040 London Service from Stoke Bishop
Halls of Residence (with discounted fares)
Coombe Dingle Wednesday afternoon shuttle service
from Stoke Bishop Halls of Residence
Transport mailing groups (including the Bicycle Users
Group and the Motorcycle Users Group)
A specific transport website containing information on all
of the above and more - www.bristol.ac.uk/transportplan

3.101

The only measure which more than 50% of respondents were aware of was the
Wessex Bus Service 16, of which 84% of students were aware. This was also the
most well used Travel Plan measure.

3.102

The free bicycle clinic had a reasonable level of awareness, with 48% of respondent
knowing about the clinic. However, only 7% of respondents had used the clinic.

3.103

The walking and cycling BUDi scheme had the least awareness, with an awareness
of below 5%, closely followed by the Transport mailing groups with only 7%
awareness.

3.104

The lack of awareness around the Travel Plan website ( www.bristol.ac.uk/transportplan)
may explain why many of the Travel Plan measures suffer from low levels of
awareness.
Question 31: Please add any further comments you have about transport or
travel issues which you feel are within the control of the University?

3.105

Respondents provided 382 unique responses to this question, of which 370 were
considered to be legitimate responses i.e response of ‘No’, ‘Not Sure’, and ‘Nothing
Really’. Similarly vague responses have been excluded from further analysis.
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3.106

Each of the 370 responses has been categorised so that they can be more easily
analysed.

3.107

Each comment has been reviewed and a single keyword describing the theme of
transport and travel mentioned has been assigned to each of the comments. 12
keywords were used to describe all 370 comments. The breakdown of the keywords
can be seen in Table 3.69 below.
Table 3.69: Analysis of comments provided in answer to Question 31

Keyword

%

Cycling
Public Transport
Coombe Dingle
Parking
Placement travel
Langford
Information
Car rental
Walking
Exams
General
Motorcycle

3.108

24.6%
51.4%
3.0%
6.8%
1.9%
1.4%
2.2%
0.3%
3.8%
0.3%
3.8%
0.8%

A large number of the comments related to cycling, which was the second most
popular theme, and complained about the lack of safe cycle infrastructure in and
around the University Precinct and the lack of cycle parking facilities.

3.109

Parking was the third most popular theme, with many calling for increased student
parking provision at the University.

3.110

Several respondents stated that they were happy walking, but most of those whose
comments related to walking raised concerns over personal safety. Some students
called for the introduction of pedestrian crossings at sites including: Tyndall Park
Road opposite Woodland Road; outside the Langford Campus; and the University
Precinct generally.

3.111

Others complained about the lack of adequate street lighting in places such as: the
road of the medical library; the alley from Hiatt Baker to Churchill; Woodland Road;
and just generally having to walk at night as the public transport services have
stopped.

3.112

Comments relating to placement travel were almost entirely from medical or
veterinary students and generally related to the cost of placement travel and the lack
of financial support from the University.
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3.113

More than half of all comments related to Public Transport. Most of the comments
referring to Coombe Dingle were related to the lack of transport connections to the
site, particularly at exam time.

3.114

As the majority of respondents’ comments related to public transport, further analysis
of these comments has been undertaken. Again a keyword has been selected based
on the sub-theme of the public transport comment. The breakdown of the keywords
can be seen in Table 3.70 below.
Table 3.70: Analysis of comments regarding public transport
Keyword
Lack of easy access to Coombe Dingle particularly at exam time
Extend the times of operation of existing services
Generally positive comments
Introduce additional services to places across Bristol
Provide and promote Cheaper/discount tickets
Review the provision of free bus passes, extend offer to other students
Provide a regular bus service to Bristol Temple Meads
Provide a regular bus service to Langford
Cost of public transport is too high
Introduce more night buses
Improve punctuality
Divert the Service 16 to serve Churchill
Provide more University Shuttle buses
Provide better service information including real-time information
Concern about rudeness of drivers and customer service
Placement Travel
National Express
Divert the Service 16 to serve Wills Hall
Better Park and Ride services
Issues regarding overcrowded services and time taken to board/alight
Generally negative comments
Provide better shelters or allow students to board buses laying over

3.115

%
9.1%
15.0%
3.7%
8.6%
13.9%
8.0%
9.6%
3.7%
0.5%
1.1%
12.8%
1.6%
0.5%
3.7%
0.5%
1.1%
1.6%
0.5%
1.6%
1.6%
0.5%
0.5%

There was a wide range of sub-themes identified, with some of the most popular
including: requests to change the timetables of existing services to either increase the
frequency, start earlier or finish later; requests for the University to help reduce the
cost of public transport by negotiating better offers with operators and extending the
range of tickets offered; complaints about the punctuality of bus services; and the
provision of additional bus services across the area including links to Langford,
Coombe Dingle and Bristol Temple Mead.

3.116

A full list of the comments received can be seen in Appendix E.
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Question 32: Have you heard of the UBU Get Green campaign?

3.117

More than half of respondents were aware of the UBU Get Green Campaign. Get
Green was a two-year project (2013-15) funded by the NUS Students’ Green Fund,
with four strands: Learn, Act, Engage, Create. The project empowers students to
change how and what they learn, how they act, provides opportunities to engage with
like-minded students and supports them to create change through their own ideas
and campaigns.

3.118

Only 3% of respondents stated that they were involved with the campaign. 6% stated
that they would like to know more about the campaign.
Table 3.71: Residencies Sub-analysis Q32

Stoke Bishop Residencies

39%

No but I
would like to
know more
3%

Clifton Residencies

15%

3%

No

Yes

Yes and I
am involved

56%

2%

78%

4%

Table 3.72: Study Locations Sub-analysis Q32

Southmead Hospital

57%

No but I
would like to
know more
10%

Langford

58%

7%

No

Yes

Yes and I
am involved

29%

5%

33%

2%

Question 33: Where did you hear about the Travel Survey?
3.119

Finally, respondents were asked how they heard about the University Travel Survey.
Respondents were given a list of 14 possible answers including an ‘Other’ option
which allowed respondents to provide an alternative answer. Respondents were able
to select more than one option.
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3.120

With the ‘Other’ options included 25 unique responses were provided to this question.
All 25 options and the proportion of respondents selecting each answer is listed in
Table 3.73 below.
Table 3.73: How did you hear about the travel survey
Source
University wide email
MyBristol portal
Accommodation email
Website
UBU
Word of mouth
Stoke Bishop Transport Hub bus stops
UBU Get Green
Poster
Facebook
Bristol Hub
Twitter
Travel mailing list eg. Bike User Group (TUB-BUG)
Wills Hall Weekly Newsletter
wessex bus poster
Wessex 16 Bus Adverts
School wide email
never heard
n/a
I don't know this.
I didnt
fresher's fair
emailed about it
Email
Advertising on the Wessex 16 bus.
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84.33%
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1.27%
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1.13%
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0.75%
0.58%
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0.03%
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4.

CARBON EMISSIONS OF TRAVEL

4.1

Based on the information collected in the surveys it is possible to provide an
indication of the carbon footprint of students travelling between their term time
address and their place of study.

4.2

The calculation is a necessarily broad brush assessment, as no details were collected
regarding the engine size and fuel type of cars used by students who drove.

4.3

The calculation is based on a typical week, taking into account the number of days a
student typically travels to their place of study, the number of return journeys they
typically make on each of those days and the mode/s of travel used.

4.4

The distance between term time addresses and places of study is taken as a straight
line distance calculated between the geographic coordinate of each location. This
under-represents the actual distance travelled between the two points.

4.5

The quantity of Carbon Dioxide (CO2) assumed to be generated per mile per
respondent by each mode of travel is provided in Table 4.1 below. The figures are
taken from UK Government conversion factors provided for company reporting. The
2015 figures were obtained from http://www.ukconversionfactorscarbonsmart.co.uk/
which is a website produced by the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
and the Department of Energy & Climate Change.
Table 4.1: Carbon Dioxide Emissions per Mile Travelled
Source
Average Car (Petrol)
Car share (driver or Passenger) 50% of average car
Bus/Coach (per passenger mile)
Taxi (per passenger mile)
Train (per passenger mile)
Motorcycle

4.6

g CO2/ mile
306.9
153.5
161.4
281.2
72.4
187.4

The average distance travelled by each student between their term time address and
their usual place of study over a typical week has been calculated based upon the
answers to a number of questions.

4.7

First the distance between their term time address and their usual place of study was
calculated based on the answers to question 6 (term time address) and question 8
(usual place of study).

4.8

The number of journeys per week was then calculated using the answers to question
11 (number of days travelling to place of study) and question 13 (return journeys to
place of study per day). This was then multiplied by the distance between their term
time address and their usual place of study and then doubled to account for the
journey to and the return journey from their place of study.
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4.9

The distance travelled in a week was then split between the modes used by
respondents which were provided in answer to question 10. For example, if a student
stated that they usually travel by bus (and did not state that they used any other
mode) it has been assumed that 100% of the distance they travel in a typical week
was by bus. If, alternatively, the student said that they usually walk, sometimes travel
by bike and occasionally travel by bus, it has been assumed that 50% of the distance
travelled in a typical week was on foot, 33% of the distance was travelled on a bike
and 17% of the distance was undertaken by bus.

4.10

The calculated distance travelled by each student by each mode was then added
together and divided by the number of survey respondents to calculate the average
distance travelled by each mode by each student. The results as summarised Table
4.2 below.
Table 4.2: Distance travelled per week (miles) based on 2832 responses

Mode
Walk/run (all/most of the way)
Bicycle
Wessex Bus Service 16
Other Bus service
Coach
Park and Ride (bus or rail)
Train
Motorbike/Moped/Scooter
Car Driver - on your own
Car Driver - with at least 1 passenger
Car Passenger
Car Sharer (car sharing scheme)
Taxi
Wheelchair/mobility scooter

4.11

Miles travelled by
2832 students in a
typical week

Average miles per
student

28934
5392
5517
5940
1578
1625
5253
401
8655
1575
3322
250
361
25

10.217
1.904
1.948
2.097
0.557
0.574
1.855
0.141
3.056
0.556
1.173
0.088
0.127
0.009

The average distance travelled per student by mode was then multiplied by the CO 2
emissions produced per mile by each mode as set out in Table 4.1.

4.12

This provides an estimate of the grams of CO 2 produced on average by each student
when travelling to and from their place of study in a week. The results of the analysis
can be seen in Table 4.3 overleaf.
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Table 4.3: CO2 Emissions Produced by Each Student on Average by Mode
Mode

Grams of CO2 produced per student per
week through travel to study

Walk/run (all/most of the way)
Bicycle
Wessex Bus Service 16
Other Bus service
Coach
Park and Ride (bus or rail)
Train
Motorbike/Moped/Scooter
Car Driver - on your own
Car Driver - with at least 1 passenger
Car Passenger
Car Sharer (car sharing scheme)
Taxi
Wheelchair/mobility scooter

4.13

0.00
0.00
5762913
6204654
1648430
1697236
2461108
486812
17189407
1564334
3298714
248318
656698
0.00

Based on the survey results each student at the University produces on average
2,249g of CO2 per week travelling between their term time address and their place of
study.

4.14

Multiplying this by the 18,328 students attending the University gives a total carbon
footprint of 41,219kg CO 2 per week associated with travel to study.
Correction

4.15

In preparing a report on the 2016 Staff Travel Survey, for consistency, the section on
emissions followed the same method as that adopted for the emissions analysis in
the Student Travel Survey Report dated November 2015. While undertaking the
analysis for staff travel, using the same spreadsheet template, an error was found in
the student emissions analysis. This has been corrected in this Revision A version of
the report, dated April 2018. Motorcycle emissions have also been added in this
version of the report.
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5.

TARGETS

5.1

The University Combined Travel Plan 2009 – 2016 sets out a number of targets by
which the effectiveness of the Travel Plan and the measures delivered through it can
be assessed. The ten targets are set out below, and the targets relating to student
travel are highlighted in bold print.
1. Develop a framework to support sustainable modes of transport to work
and study at the University by staff and students (e.g. walking, cycling,
public transport and car sharing). Achieving 85% (baseline 2007) and
96% (baseline 2008) respectively by 2016 for sustainable modes of
transport.
2. Reduce the percentage of single occupancy car journeys made to the
University by staff and students by 2016 from 21% to 15% (baseline
2007) and to remain at 4% (baseline 2008) respectively.
3. Reduce the percentage of all students and Stoke Bishop students
bringing a car to the University by 2016 from 27% to 14% (baseline
2008) and 19% to 7% (baseline 2008) respectively.
4. Increase the percentage of all students and Stoke Bishop students
usually travelling by bus from 4% to 10% (baseline 2008) and 3% to 60%
(baseline 2008) respectively by 2016.

5. Reduce car and aviation business mileage by 5% by 2016 (from a baseline of
2009).
6. Review the University’s supply and demand for fleet vehicles and produce a
fleet management plan by 2014.

7. Measure and analyse visitor activity to the University; develop and implement
a management plan to encourage sustainable travel by visitors by 2016.
8. Identify measure and monitor carbon emissions related to all University
transport by 2015.
9. Identify how ‘deliveries’ to the University can be reduced and develop a
reduction plan by 2016.
10. Analyse and seek opportunities to reduce student travel to and from
Bristol by 2016.
5.2

This section of the report considers whether the student related targets have been
met or are on target to be met by 2016.
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5.3

Target 1: Develop a framework to support sustainable modes of transport to study at
the University by students (e.g. walking, cycling, public transport and car sharing).
Achieving 96% (baseline 2008) by 2016 for sustainable modes of transport.

5.4

The survey results show that only 4.1% of students usually travel to their place of
study by car on their own (i.e single occupancy car), the remaining 95.9% of students
either usually travel by a sustainable mode of travel (walk, cycle, public transport,
motorcycle, taxi, car share) or they usually study from home. On this basis the target
is very close to being met.

5.5

Excluding those who usually study from home, who do not travel, the results show
that 95.8% of students travel sustainably.

5.6

However, by considering all modes of travel used, and by weighting the use of those
modes by the number of return trips to study undertaken each week, the results show
that the actual car use mode share is around 2.5% (excluding study at home) giving a
sustainable travel mode share of 97.5%.

5.7

Target 2: The percentage of single occupancy car journeys made to the University by
students to remain at 4% (baseline 2008).

5.8

As can be seen above, by considering the usual mode of travel to study, single
occupancy cars are used by 4.1% of respondents. This is just higher than the target
and further work is required to encourage more students out of their cars.

5.9

However, the target states single car journeys and therefore it might be more
appropriate to consider this target based on the weighted mode share of 2.5%, which
takes into account the likely number of journeys made by each mode each week.

5.10

Target 3: Reduce the percentage of all students and Stoke Bishop students bringing
a car to the University by 2016 from 27% to 14% (baseline 2008) and 19% to 7%
(baseline 2008) respectively.

5.11

Across all respondents 18% of students stated that they brought a car to University.
Assuming a linear reduction across the Travel Plan period, this figure is higher than it
should be if the target is to be met in 2016. The 2015 intermediate target would be
just lower than 16%.

5.12

It is important to remember that a number of students who currently do not have a car
at university stated that they were considering bringing a car. This could potentially
increase the proportion of students with cars to 32%, which is well above the baseline
level.
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5.13

The target also considers students living in Halls at the Stoke Bishop Campus, which
includes students living in Badock Hall, Churchill Hall, Durdham Hall, Hiatt Baker Hall,
University Hall and Wills Hall.

5.14

The results show that 8.4% of students living in these halls have cars at university.
Again this is slightly higher than the 2016 target. However, if we assume a linear
reduction in car ownership between 2008 and 2016 then the Stoke Bishop Halls are
slightly ahead of the target for 2015 of 8.5%.

5.15

Target 4: Increase the percentage of all students and Stoke Bishop students usually
travelling by bus from 4% to 10% (baseline 2008) and 3% to 60% (baseline 2008)
respectively by 2016.

5.16

The University have put considerable efforts into increasing the use of public
transport by students, and this is represented in the survey results. The 2015 survey
shows that 15.4% of all students usually travel by bus or coach. This is well above the
10% target for 2016.

5.17

Again looking at students living at the Stoke Bishop Campus the results show that
80.6% of respondents usually travel to study by bus. This is well above the 2016
target.

5.18

Target 8: Identify measures and monitor carbon emissions related to all University
transport by 2015.

5.19

The information captured in the travel survey has been used to estimate the carbon
emissions related to travel to study by students. This forms part of the overall analysis
of the University’s transport related carbon emissions.

5.20

Target 10: Analyse and seek opportunities to reduce student travel to and from
Bristol by 2016.

5.21

The analysis of travel patterns has been undertaken through this and other student
and staff travel surveys. The 2015 student travel survey showed some areas where
significant increases in sustainable travel use have been achieved (bus use) and
some areas where further work is required (cycling) in order for the overall targets to
be met.

5.22

The current Travel Plan includes a wide range of measures aimed at reducing
reliance on private cars. However, the survey showed that the vast majority of
students are unaware of most of the Travel Plan and the measures offered to them to
help them choose to travel sustainably.
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6.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1

The 2015 University Student Travel Survey was undertaken in February 2015 to
collect information regarding the travel habits of students and issues that impact on
their choice of travel mode.

6.2

The survey was undertaken as part of the University’s ongoing commitment to
manage the impact of travel and promote sustainable travel choices, as set out in
their Travel Plan.

6.3

Invitations to complete the online survey were emailed to 18,328 students, of which
2,916 provided responses. The survey results are considered to be representative of
the student population.

6.4

The surveys identified that the vast majority (94%) of students travel between their
term time address and their place of study using non-car modes. 74% of travel to and
from a place of study is by active travel modes.

6.5

A comparison with a previous travel survey from 2012 shows a significant increase in
the number of students using bus services to travel to their place of study, with
decreases in the number of students using the car, both as driver and passenger, and
a drop in the number of students travelling by bike.

6.6

The majority of students have term time addresses within the Bristol (BS) postcode
region.

6.7

The survey revealed low levels of awareness around the Travel Plan and most of the
Travel Plan measures currently being implemented by the University. The one
notable exception was the Wessex 16 bus service of which 84% of students were
aware.

6.8

A number of recurring themes were identified in the survey responses, particularly
where students were able to provide comments or alternative answers. The themes
included:
·

Issues with travel to Langford, particularly following the withdrawal of the 121
bus service to Bristol;

·

Issues around access to the Coombe Dingle sports ground, particularly
during exams;

·

Lack of cycle parking around the University Precinct;

·

Concerns about the punctuality of local bus services;
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·

Concerns about the lack of car parking for students on the University
Precinct;

6.9

The survey data has been used to calculate the carbon footprint of students travelling
between their term time address and their place of study each week. It was calculated
that the average student generated approximately 2,249 kg of CO 2 per week.

6.10

Comparing the travel survey results to the Travel Plan targets reveal some areas
where further work is required if the target is to be met by 2016, and some areas
where the 2016 target has been significantly exceeded. Overall the results show a
significant improvement in the use of sustainable travel over the Travel Plan period.
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FIGURES
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APPENDIX A
Student Travel Survey Questionnaire
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2015 Student Travel Survey
Page 1: Welcome to the 2015 Student Travel Survey
What is the purpose of this survey?
The University has a Student Travel Plan that contains a package of measures to help students
travel sustainably. In order to track the progress, report on its targets and gain students'
current opinions a student travel survey is undertaken. It will also determine our transport
policies and how money is spent.
Please take this opportunity to influence our decisions now and in the future by completing the
survey.
Many thanks in anticipation of your support.
The University of Bristol Students' Union and Deputy Vice-Chancellor Guy Orpen
Closing date and prize draw
Please complete the survey by 6pm on Sunday 1st March 2015. On the first page you will be
asked if you wish to be entered into the PRIZE DRAW to win a £100 voucher or one of fifteen
£20 vouchers.
Data protection
All individual responses to the survey will be treated in the strictest confidence. All data collected
in this survey will be held securely and not passed to any other party, in accordance with the
Data Protection Act 1998. Postcodes will not be used for communication in any form, but are
important in assessing the effectiveness of different parts of the travel plan. At some stages
during the survey you will be asked to give your email or contact details if you would like to be
involved in future discussions on a particular issue. Giving this information is optional and your
details will not be used for any other purpose than that stated.
The survey is designed to take approximately 8 minutes to complete.
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Page 2: PRIZE DRAW
If you would like to be entered into the PRIZE DRAW to win a £100 voucher or one of
fifteen £20 vouchers please enter your email address below. This section will be detached
from your main survey responses and information given here will not be used for any other
purpose than the prize draw.
The draw consists of 16 prize winners only and the winners will be drawn at random from those
who have completed the survey in full and entered their email address below.

Your email address (optional and for the prize draw only)

1 Your email address
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Page 3: 2015 Student Travel Survey
The "More Info" button will give you a more detailed description of the question or why it is being
posed.

About you

2 What is your gender?
Male
Female
Other

3 What is your age group?
Under 18
18 - 25
26 - 35
36 - 45
46 - 55
56 plus

4 Where do you come from?
United Kingdom (UK)
European Union (EU)-(but non UK)
Overseas (outside EU)

5 Do you have?
[blank
option]
A disability that affects your travel to study arrangements?
Caring responsibilities that affect your travel to study
arrangements?

6 Do you live in University allocated accommodation?
Yes
No

6.a If Yes, what is your TERM TIME accommodation address?
115 Queens Road
11 Osborne Villas
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Yes

No

121 Redland Road
13 Osborne Villas
14 Osborne Villas
28-33 St Michaels Park
43/45 St Michaels Hill
53 St Michaels Hill
61/63 St Michaels Hill
67 Woodland Road
77 Woodland Road
79 Woodland Road
97 Woodland Road
Badock Hall
Blenheim Court
Chantry Court
Churchill Hall
Clifton Hill House
Colston Street
Culver House
Deans Court
Durdham Hall
Favell House
Goldney Hall
The Hawthorns
Hiatt Baker Hall
Hillside/Woodside
Manor Hall
Nelson House
Northwell House
The Rackhay
Richmond Terrace
Sinclair House Family Flats
University Hall
Unite House
Waverley House
Woodland Court
Winkworth House
Wills Hall
Other

6.a.i If you selected Other, please specify:

6.b If No, what is your TERM TIME accommodation postcode?

Degree Information
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7 Which faculty are you based in?
Arts
Medical & Veterinary Sciences
Medicine & Dentistry
Science
Social Science & Law
Engineering
Unknown

8 Where is your main place of study? [listed alphabetically]

8.a If you selected Other, please specify:

The Main Precinct is the area centered around Senate House; including all University buildings on
Woodland Road, Priory Road, Cotham Hill, Tyndall's Park Road, Tyndall Avenue, St. Michael's Hill,
University Road, University Gate, University Walk, Cantock's Close, Park Row, Queens Road,
Oakfield and Barley and Old Park Hill.

9 Which of the following type(s) of student applies to you?
Undergraduate
Postgraduate - taught
Postgraduate - research
Full-time
Part-time
Mature
International
Erasmus
Other exchange programme
Other

9.a If you selected Other, please specify:

Studying at the University

10 How many days do you travel to your main place of study in a normal full study week?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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11 When you travel to your place of study from your term time address, how often do
you use the following modes of transport?
Usually (67% 100% of
journeys)

Sometimes (34%
- 66% of
journeys)

Occasionally
(33% or fewer
journeys)

Never

Walk/run (all/most of the
way)
Bicycle
Wessex Bus Service 16
(University bus service)
Other Bus service
Coach
Park and Ride (bus or rail)
Train
Motorbike/Moped/Scooter
Car Driver - on your own
Car Driver - with at least 1
passenger
Car Passenger
Car Sharer (formal match
through a car sharing
scheme)
Taxi
Wheelchair/mobility scooter
Formal study from home

12 How long does your door-to-door journey TO your place of study normally take?

13 On the days that you are attending the University, on average how many return journeys
do you make between your term time address and your place of study a day?
1 return journey a day
2 return journeys a day
3 return journeys a day
4 return journeys a day
5 + return journeys a day

14 Apart from when you are attending the University to study, what other/additional journeys
do you make?
Additional tuition outside of course
Care of animals e.g. horses
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Child/adult care
Conferences/workshops
Coombe Dingle - Sports complex
Employment
Field work
General leisure trips
Library
Music lesson/rehearsal
Personal healthcare
Place of worship
Shopping (food)
Shopping (non-food)
Sports activities (excluding University pool and sports centres)
Student course placement
Travel to/from home
UBU (excluding University swimming pool)
University societies
University Sports Centre (Tyndall Avenue)
University Swimming Pool
Visiting friends/relatives in Bristol
Voluntary work
Other

14.a If you selected Other, please specify:

15 Do you live elsewhere outside of term-time?
Yes
No (please go to Q19, Car Travel)

For example: During the term time you live in Badock Hall and outside of term time you live with
your parents/family in London.

16 When you travel from your non-term time address to your term time address, how
often do you use the following modes of transport?
Usually (67%
- 100% of
journeys)
Walk/run (all/most of the way)
Bicycle
Bus
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Sometimes
(34% - 66% of
journeys)

Occasionally
(33% or fewer
journeys)

Never

National Express 040 Coach
Service (to/from Stoke Bishop
Halls of Residence)
Other Coach Service
Train
Park and Ride (bus or rail)
Motorbike/Moped/Scooter
Car Driver - on your own
Car Driver - with at least 1
passenger
Car Passenger
Car Sharer (formal match through
a car sharing scheme)
Taxi
Aeroplane

17 If you EVER travel by aeroplane to your University term time address, which departure
airport do you use?

17.a If you selected Other, please specify:

18 In a typical academic year, how often do you/or will you make a return journey between
your non-term time address and your term time address?
Once an academic year
Once a term
2-3 times a term
Every week

Car travel

19 Do you hold a current UK driving licence?
Yes
No
I have a provisional UK licence

20 Have you brought a car to the University?
Yes

No
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20.a If No, are you considering bringing a car to, or purchasing one, whilst at the University
No (please go to Q25, Public Transport)
Maybe
Yes

21 What are (or will be) the main reasons for you using your car whilst at University?
Animal care responsibilities
Child/adult care responsibilities
Comfort
Convenience
Cost of alternatives
Lack of suitable alternatives
Mobility impairment/disability
Personal Safety
Poor weather conditions
Transportation of heavy/bulky equipment
Travel to lectures/seminars
Travel to placements
Travel to work/charity work
Travel to/from non-term time accommodation (home)
Socialising
Sports related activities
Status
Other

21.a If you selected Other, please specify:

22 Are you aware of the Residents' Parking Schemes that are shortly to be introduced in the
City which will severely restrict your opportunities for on street parking?
Yes
No

23 Where do you usually park (or plan to park) your car when at your term time
accommodation address?
Hall of Residence car park
Free on-street parking
Charged on-street parking
Residents' Parking Scheme - own permit
Charged Public/NCP car park
Private garage/driveway
Other
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23.a If you selected Other, please specify:

23.b If you park in the Halls of Residence car park, do you have a valid parking permit?
Yes
No
In process of applying for one

24 Where do you usually park (or plan to park) your car when attending lectures/seminars at
the University?
I do not drive my car to lectures/seminars
University car park (with the associated parking permit)
University car park (without the associated parking permit)
Hospital car parks
Free on-street parking
Charged on-street parking
Residents' Parking Scheme - own permit
Charged public/NCP car park
Park and Ride car park
Private garage/driveway
Other

24.a If you selected Other, please specify:

Public Transport

25 How would you rate the current Wessex Bus Service 16 (University bus service)
Very Good
Good
Average
Poor
Very poor
Do not know enough about the bus service to comment

26 What changes would most encourage you to use the Wessex Bus Service 16 (University
bus service) more often or to start using it?
More frequent weekday services
More frequent evening services (17:00 - 21:30)
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More frequent night service (21:30 to 04:00)
More frequent Saturday services
More frequent Sunday services
More frequent City Centre services
Link to Bristol Temple Meads
Link to University Bristol Union
Services during vacation periods
Cheaper tickets/passes
More variety of tickets/passes
Improved/additional bus stops/shelters
Cleaner buses (internally and externally)
Real time information within the Precinct/Halls of Residence
I do not use the Service 16 because the route doesn't serve my term time address
Other

26.a If you selected Other, please specify:

27 If you regularly use another bus service, please state its provider and service number e.g.
First Bus Service 8 or Wessex Service 19

Cycling

28 If you cycle, where do you usually park your bicycle? (If you do not cycle please go to Q29)

If you selected Other, p
At your place of
study

Please select

At your TERM
TIME
accommodation
address

Please select

Motorcycling

29 If you ride to study, where do you usually park your motorbike/moped/scooter? (If you do
not ride please go to Q30)

If you sele
At your place of
study

Please select

At your TERM
TIME
accommodation
address

Please select
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Travel Plan Measures

30 Are you aware of the following University initiatives?
Yes I am
aware and
have used it

Yes I am
aware, but
have not used
it

No I
am not
aware

Wessex Bus Service 16 (University bus service)
The free bicycle clinic - Every other Wednesday
Free bicycle security tagging - in partnership with
the Police
The discounted lock and light sales
Free adult cycle training
A bicycle budi scheme
A walking budi scheme
National Express 040 London Service from Stoke
Bishop Halls of Residence (with discounted fares)
Coombe Dingle Wednesday afternoon shuttle
service from Stoke Bishop Halls of Residence
Transport mailing groups (including the Bicycle
Users Group and the Motorcycle Users Group)
A specific transport website containing information
on all of the above and more www.bristol.ac.uk/transportplan

31 Please add any further comments you have about transport or travel issues which you feel
are within the control of the University.

32 Have you heard of the UBU Get Green campaign?
Yes
Yes and I am involved
No
No but I would like to know more

32.a If you answered 'No, but I would like to know more', please enter your email address
below

33 Where did you hear about the Travel Survey?
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University wide email
Accommodation email
Website
MyBristol portal
UBU
UBU Get Green
Bristol Hub
Twitter
Facebook
Poster
Stoke Bishop Transport Hub bus stops
Travel mailing list eg. Bike User Group (TUB-BUG)
Word of mouth
Other

33.a If you selected Other, please specify:
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Page 4: Thank you
Thank you for completing the 2015 Student Travel Survey. Your responses will be used to
influence the development of the Student Travel Plan
Website: bristol.ac.uk/transportplan Email: transport-plan@bristol.ac.ukTwitter:
@UoBrisTravelFacebook: search 'University of Bristol Travel'

Key for selection options
8 - Where is your main place of study? [listed alphabetically]
Berkeley Square
Burwalls
Canynge Hall
Coombe Dingle
Dorothy Hodgkins Building
Frenchay Hospital
Home
Langford
Life Sciences
Precinct (see MORE INFO BOX or NOTE for definition)
Placements all over UK
Southmead Hospital
Southwell Street building
UH Bristol Hospitals
Victoria Rooms
Other
12 - How long does your door-to-door journey TO your place of study normally
take?
Up to 15 minutes
16 to 30 minutes
31 to 45 minutes
46 to 60 minutes
Over 1 hour and up to 1 hour 15 minutes
Over 1 hour 15 minutes and up to 1 hour 30 minutes
More than 1 hour 30 minutes
17 - If you EVER travel by aeroplane to your University term time address, which
departure airport do you use?
I NEVER TRAVEL BY AEROPLANE TO THE UNIVERSITY
KBL AFGHANISTAN Kabul
TIA ALBANIA Tirana
ALG ALGERIA Algiers
LAD ANGOLA Luanda
EZE ARGENTINA Buenos Aires
USH ARGENTINA Ushuaia
EVN ARMENIA Yerevan
ASC ASCENSION
ADL AUSTRALIA Adelaide
BNE AUSTRALIA Brisbane
CNS AUSTRALIA Cairns
CBR AUSTRALIA Canberra
HBA AUSTRALIA Hobart
MEL AUSTRALIA Melbourne
PER AUSTRALIA Perth
SYD AUSTRALIA Sydney
INN AUSTRIA Innsbruck
SZG AUSTRIA Salzburg
VIE AUSTRIA Vienna
BAK AZERBAIJAN Baku
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PDL AZORES
NAS BAHAMAS Nassau
BAH BAHRAIN Bahrain
DAC BANGLADESH Dhaka
BGI BARBADOS Barbados
MSQ BELARUS Minsk
BRU BELGIUM Brussels
BZE BELIZE Belize
COO BENIN Cotonou
BDA BERMUDA Bermuda
PBH BHUTAN Paro
LPB BOLIVIA La Paz
GBE BOTSWANA Gab`ne
GIG BRAZIL Rio
GRU BRAZIL Sao Paulo
BOJ BULGARIA Bourgas
PDV BULGARIA Plovdiv
SOF BULGARIA Sofia
VAR BULGARIA Varna
OUA BURKINA FASO
BJM BURUNDI Bujumbura
PNH CAMBODIA Phnom Penh
YAO CAMEROUN Yaounde
YYC CANADA Calgary
YEA CANADA Edmonton
YHZ CANADA Halifax
YUL CANADA Montreal
YOW CANADA Ottawa
YQB CANADA Quebec
YYT CANADA St. Johns
YYZ CANADA Toronto
YVR CANADA Vancouve
YWG CANADA Winnipeg
SID CAPE VERDE Sal
GCM CAYMAN ISLANDS
PUQ CHILE Punta Arenas
SCL CHILE Santiago
PEK CHINA Beijing
CAN CHINA Guangzhou
KMG CHINA Kunming
PVG CHINA Shanghai
SHA CHINA Shanghai
SZX CHINA Shenzhen
BOG COLOMBIA Bogota
CTG COLOMBIA Cartegena
YVA COMORES
SJO COSTA RICA
DBV CROATIA Dubrovnik
PUY CROATIA Pula
RJK CROATIA Rijeka
SPU CROATIA Split
HAV CUBA Havana
VRA CUBA Varadero
LCA CYPRUS Larnaca
PFO CYPRUS Paphos
PRG CZECH REP. Prague
AAL DENMARK Ålborg
BLL DENMARK Billund
RNN DENMARK Bornholm Roenne
CPH DENMARK Copenhagen
KRP DENMARK Karup
SGD DENMARK Soenderborg
JIB DJIBOUTI Djibouti
POP DOMINICAN R. Puerto Plata
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SDQ DOMINICAN R. Santo Domingo
GYE ECUADOR Guayaquil
UIO ECUADOR Quito
CAI EGYPT Cairo
HRG EGYPT Hurghada
LXR EGYPT Luxor
SSH EGYPT Sharm El Sheikh
SAL EL SALVADOR San Salvador
KDL ESTONIA Tallinn
ADD ETHIOPIA Addis Ababa
SUV FIJI
ENF FINLAND Enontekio
HEL FINLAND Helsinki
IVL FINLAND Ivalo
JYV FINLAND Jyväskyllä
KTT FINLAND Kittila
OUL FINLAND Oulu
RVN FINLAND Rovaniemi
TMP FINLAND Tampere
TKU FINLAND Turku
BSL FRANCE Basel
BIA FRANCE Bastia
EGC FRANCE Bergerac
BZR FRANCE Beziers
BOD FRANCE Bordeaux
BES FRANCE Brest
CMF FRANCE Chambery<
DNR FRANCE Dinard
GNB FRANCE Grenoble
LRH FRANCE La Rochelle
LIG FRANCE Limoges
LYS FRANCE Lyon
MRS FRANCE Marseille
MPL FRANCE Montpellier
NCE FRANCE Nice
CDG FRANCE Paris
PUF FRANCE Pau
PGF FRANCE Perpignan
TLS FRANCE Toulouse
MVB GABON Franceville
LBV GABON Libreville
BJL GAMBIA Banjul
TBS GEORGIA Tbilisi
BER GERMANY Berlin
SXF GERMANY Berlin Schoenefeld
BRE GERMANY Bremen
CGN GERMANY Cologne
DUS GERMANY Dusseldorf
FRA GERMANY Frankfurt
HAM GERMANY Hamburg
HAJ GERMANY Hannover
MUC GERMANY Munich
STR GERMANY Stuttgart
ACC GHANA Accra
GIB GIBRALTAR
ATH GREECE Athens
CHQ GREECE Chania
CFU GREECE Corfu
HER GREECE Heraklion
KVA GREECE Kavala
EFL GREECE Kefallinia
KGS GREECE Kos
RHO GREECE Rhodes
SMI GREECE Samos<
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JSI GREECE Skiathos
ZTH GREECE Zakinthos
KUS GREENLAND Kulusuk Island
GUM GUAM Guam
GUA GUATEMALA
BXO GUINEA-BISSAU
SAP HONDURAS SPS
HKG HONG KONG
BUD HUNGARY Budapest
REK ICELAND Reykjavik
AMD INDIA Ahmedabad
BLR INDIA Bangalore
BBI INDIA Bhubaneswar
CCU INDIA Calcutta
MAA INDIA Chennai
DEL INDIA Delhi
GOI INDIA Goa
HYD INDIA Hyderabad
LKO INDIA Lucknow
BOM INDIA Mumbai
TRV INDIA Trivandrum
DPS INDONESIA Denpasar Bali
JKT INDONESIA Jakarta
CGK INDONESIA Jakarta
THR IRAN Tehran
BGW IRAQ Baghdad
ORK IRELAND Cork
DUB IRELAND Dublin
GWY IRELAND Galway
NOC IRELAND Knocke
SNN IRELAND Shannon
TLV ISRAEL Tel Aviv
BGY ITALY Bergamo
BDS ITALY Brindisi
CTA ITALY Catania
FLR ITALY Florence
GOA ITALY Genoa
MIL ITALY Milan
LIN ITALY Milan Linate
MXP ITALY Milan Malpensa
NAP ITALY Naples
PSA ITALY Pisa
FCO ITALY Rome
CIA ITALY Rome Ciampino
OLB ITALY Sardinia
TRN ITALY Turin
VCE ITALY Venice
ABJ IVORY COAST Abidjan
KIN JAMAICA Kingston
HND JAPAN Haneda
NGO JAPAN Nagoya
OSA JAPAN Osaka
KIX JAPAN Osaka Kansai<
NRT JAPAN Tokyo
AMM JORDAN Amman
ALA KAZAKHSTAN Almaty
PPK KAZAKHSTAN Petropavlovsk
NBO KENYA Nairobi
ICN KOREA Seoul Incheon
KWI KUWAIT Kuwait
RIX LATVIA Riga
BEY LEBANON Beirut
MLW LIBERIA Monrovia
TIP LIBYA Tripoli
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VNO LITHUANIA Vilnius
LUX LUXEMBOURG
SKP MACEDONIA Skopje
TNR MADAGASCAR Antananarivo
BLZ MALAWI Blantyre
LLW MALAWI Lilongwe
KUL MALAYSIA Kuala Lumpur
PEN MALAYSIA Penang
MLE MALDIVES Male
BKO MALI Bamako
MLA MALTA Malta
MRU MAURITIUS
ACA MEXICO Acapulco
CUN MEXICO Cancun
MEX MEXICO Mexico City
ULN MONGOLIA Ulaanbatuur
AGA MOROCCO Agadir
CAS MOROCCO Casablanca
RAK MOROCCO Marrakech
MPM MOZAMBIQUE Maputo
WDH NAMIBIA Windhoek
KTM NEPAL Kathmandu
AMS NETHERLANDS Amsterdam Schipol
RTM NETHERLANDS Rotterdam
AKL NEW Z`LND Auckland
CHC NEW Z`LND Christchurch
WLG NEW Z`LND Wellington
ZQN NEW ZEALAND Queenstown
MGA NICARAGUA Managua
NIM NIGER Niamey
LOS NIGERIA Lagos Murtala
BGO NORWAY Bergen
OSL NORWAY Oslo
SVG NORWAY Stavanger
TOS NORWAY Tromso
TRD NORWAY Trondheim
MCT OMAN Muscat
ISB PAKISTAN Islamabad
KHI PAKISTAN Karachi
LHE PAKISTAN Lahore
PTY PANAMA City
ASU PARAGUAY Asuncion
LIM PERU Lima
MNL PHILIPPINES Manila
POM PNG Port Moresby
GDN POLAND Gdansk
KTW POLAND Katowice
KRK POLAND Krakow
POZ POLAND Poznan
RZE POLAND Rzeszow
WAW POLAND Warsaw
WRO POLAND Wroclaw
FAO PORTUGAL Faro
LIS PORTUGAL Lisbon
FNC PORTUGAL Maderia Funchal
OPO PORTUGAL Porto
DOH QATAR Doha
BUH ROMANIA Bucharest
DME RUSSIA Domodedevo
SVX RUSSIA Ekaterinburg
MOW RUSSIA Moscow
LED RUSSIA St. Petersburg
YKS RUSSIA Yakutsk
SVO RUSSIAN Moscow Sheremetyevo
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KGL RWANDA Kigali
SOM SAN TOME
JED SAUDI ARABIA Jeddah
RUH SAUDI ARABIA Riyadh
DKR SENEGAL Dakar
BEG SERBIA Belgrade
PRN SERBIA Pristina
SEZ SEYCHELLES
FNA SIERRA LEONE Freetown
SIN SINGAPORE
BTS SLOVAKIA Bratislava
LJU SLOVENIA Ljubljana
MGQ SOMALIA Mogadishu
BFN SOUTH AFRICA Bloemfontein
CPT SOUTH AFRICA Cape Town
DUR SOUTH AFRICA Durban
JNB SOUTH AFRICA Johannesburg
QKP SOUTH AFRICA Kruger National Park
PLZ SOUTH AFRICA Port Elizabeth
PUS SOUTH KOREA Pusan
SEL SOUTH KOREA Seoul
ALC SPAIN Alicante
BCN SPAIN Barcelona
BIO SPAIN Bilbao
FUE SPAIN Fuerteventura
GRO SPAIN Gerona
LPA SPAIN Gran Canaria (Las Palmas)
GRX SPAIN Granada
IBZ SPAIN Ibiza
ACE SPAIN Lanzarote
MAD SPAIN Madrid
AGP SPAIN Malaga
MAH SPAIN Menorca
MJV SPAIN Murcia
PMI SPAIN Palma de Mallorca
REU SPAIN Reus
SVQ SPAIN Seville
TFS SPAIN Tenerife
VLC SPAIN Valencia
CMB SRI LANKA Colombo
UVF ST. LUCIA St. Lucia
KRT SUDAN Khartoum
NRK SWEDEN Norrköping
ARN SWEDEN Stockholm Arlanda
GVA SWITZ`LND Geneva
ZRH SWITZ`LND Zurich
DAM SYRIA Damascus
TPE TAIWAN Taipei Taoyuan
DAR TANZANIA Dar es Salaam
JRO TANZANIA Kili
BKK THAILAND Bangkok
DMK THAILAND Bangkok Don Mueang
HKT THAILAND Phuket
LFW TOGO Lome
POS TRINIDAD Port of Spain
MIR TUNISIA Monastir
TUN TUNISIA Tunis
ANK TURKEY Ankara
AYT TURKEY Antalya
BJV TURKEY Bodrum Milas
DLM TURKEY Dalaman
IST TURKEY Istanbul
ASB TURKMENISTAN
AUH UAE Abu Dhabi
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AAN UAE Al Ain
DXB UAE Dubai
DBX UAE Dubai
SHJ UAE Sharjah
EBB UGANDA Entebbe
ABZ UK Aberdeen
BFS UK Belfast
BHX UK Birmingham
BRS UK Bristol
CWL UK Cardiff</
EMA UK East Midlands
EDI UK Edinburgh
EXT UK Exeter
GLA UK Glasgow
GCI UK Guernsey
INV UK Inverness
IOM UK Isle Of Man
ISC UK Isles of Scilly
JER UK Jersey
LBA UK Leeds Bradford
LPL UK Liverpool
LCY UK London City
LGW UK London Gatwick
LHR UK London Heathrow
LTN UK London Luton
STN UK London Stansted
LDY UK Londonderry
MAN UK Manchester
NCL UK Newcastle
NQY UK Newquay
PLH UK Plymouth
SOU UK Southampton
IEV UKRAINE Kiev
MVD URUGUAY Montevideo
ANC USA Anchorage
ATL USA Atlanta
BOS USA Boston
ORD USA Chicago
DAL USA Dallas
DFW USA Dallas Fort Worth
GNT USA Grants
HNL USA Honolulu
HOU USA Houston
LAS USA Las Vegas
LAX USA Los Angeles
MIA USA Miami
MSP USA Minneapolis
RST USA Minnesota
MSY USA New Orleans
JFK USA New York JFK
EWR USA Newark
ORL USA Orlando
SFB USA Orlando Sanford
PHL USA Philadelphia
SFO USA San Francisco
SAN USA Sandiego
SEA USA Seattle
WAS USA Washington
TAS UZBEKISTAN Tashkent
CCS VENEZUELA Caracas
HAN VIETNAM Hanoi
SGN VIETNAM Ho Chi Minh
ADE YEMEN Aden
LUN ZAMBIA Lusaka
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HRE ZIMBABWAE Harare
Other
28.1.a I do not cycle
Bicycle hoop
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Garden
Garden shed
On railings
On lamp posts
Inside the building
Garage
I'd like to cycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my bike
Other
28.2.a I do not cycle
Bicycle hoop
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Garden
Garden shed
On railings
On lamp posts
Inside the building
Garage
I'd like to cycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my bike
Other
29.1.a I do not ride to study
Motorbike anchor
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Bicycle hoop
Marked motorbike bay - on street
Marked motorbike bay - on UoB Estate
Car parking bay - on street
Car parking bay - on UoB Estate
Pavement
Grassed area
Charged public/NCP car park
Park and Ride car park
I'd like to motorcycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my motorbike
Other
29.2.a I do not ride to study
Motorbike anchor
Enclosed/locked bicycle facility
Bicycle hoop
Marked motorbike bay - on street
Marked motorbike bay - on UoB Estate
Car parking bay - on street
Car parking bay - on UoB Estate
Pavement
Grassed area
Charged public/NCP car park
Park and Ride car park
I'd like to motorcycle, but I do not because there is nowhere to park my motorbike
Other
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APPENDIX B
Question 14: Apart from when you are attending the University to study,
what other/additional journeys do you make?
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Response
Shopping (food)
Shopping (non-food)
Library
General leisure trips
Visiting friends/relatives in Bristol
Travel to/from home
Sports activities (excluding University pool and sports centres)
University societies
Conferences/workshops
Personal healthcare
Employment
University Sports Centre (Tyndall Avenue)
UBU (excluding University swimming pool)
Voluntary work
University Swimming Pool
Coombe Dingle - Sports complex
Place of worship
Student course placement
Music lesson/rehearsal
Field work
Additional tuition outside of course
Child/adult care
Care of animals e.g. horses
Gym
play tennis in the weekend. I do not engage in any other activities in Bristol apart from the course
when I use the train twice a week or car share twice a week
Airport
Archival research in other towns and cities.
As an interntional student, I take every opportunity to travel in the UK for its own sake.
Barber
Bristol Grammar School sports hall for badminton
Bus to Temple Meads to visit friends in other universities
children school
Children's school runs and activities.
church
Concerts/other events at the Victoria rooms
Course Rep and Task Group Meetings
Downs
Driving lessons
Exams
Extra mural studies
Fiancee in South Wales
Fit and Fabulous activities
Going Home.
Going out at night
going out on the lash
Hospital/ Doctors appointments
I have selected 1 day a week for Q10 but actulally I do not come into Bristol one day a week. I
come randomly as when I feel like it or need to go to the library. So you need a less than 1 day
awek option on there.
I work in exeter
JOB AT SCHOOL IN HARTCLIFFE WITH WIDENING PARTICIPATION
Kingsdown Gym
Langford 1 day/week
Langford. One day per week using Turner's coaches
Local radio as a volunteer
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London and Cambridge for archival work.
Meetings and talks of none univeristy groups
Paid work (part time) also in Bristol
part-time workplace
Placements vary - in different terms they are in different parts of the South West
PureGym (Harbourside)
Quite space to write up notes and using internet to expand biology knowldge
Showing friends around Bristol who don't live here.
Smooching girls
St. Bedes
Stress classes at Off The Record Bristol
Taking my 3 children to their various extra-curricular activities.
To and from my term address which is not in bristol
To Langford Vet School one day a week
to the zoo
Travel to and from Langford site 2/3 times a week. Via car share
Travel to UWE for part of my course
Travel to visit friend and family not in
Travelling
Travelling back to Scotland to visit family.
Travelling outside of Bristol to see boyfriend.
Tutoring Work
UOTC
visit boyfriend in Exeter
visiting boyfriend in Plymouth
Visiting family in Manchester
Visiting Fiancé in Cambridge
Visiting friends and family not in Bristol
Visiting friends and relatives outside of bristol.
Visiting friends not in Bristol
Visiting friends outside of Bristol
Visiting friends/relatives not in Bristol
Visiting friends/relatives outside Bristol
Visiting friends/relatives outside of Bristol
Visiting girlfriend in Cardiff
Visiting partner in London
visiting research collaboration organisation
Visits to Cardiff to see boyfriend fortnightly
Visting friends not in Bristol
Work
I take every opportunity to travel in the UK for its own sake.
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APPENDIX C
Question 21: What are (or will be) the main reasons for you using your
car whilst at University?
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Response
Convenience
Travel to/from non-term time accommodation (home)
Socialising
Transportation of heavy/bulky equipment
Comfort
Cost of alternatives
Lack of suitable alternatives
Sports related activities
Travel to placements
Poor weather conditions
Travel to lectures/seminars
Travel to work/charity work
Personal Safety
Child/adult care responsibilities
Animal care responsibilities
Mobility impairment/disability
Status
Food shopping
University society trips
A car for my wife and I to get about now and again.
Access to outdoor activities
Already owned car before starting PhD (and already lived in Bristol). Mostly used for visiting
friends/family in other parts of the UK on weekends and for travelling to volleyball training which
finishes after dark.
Being able to not spend weekends in Bristol
Bus sometimes takes too long for me to get to work on time after uni
Carrying books from the library
Clinical on calls
Comes under socialising but I now mostly use my car for trips to see friends outside of Bristol
Daily comute to Park&Ride (Avonmouth)
day trips to go bird-watching
Driving to Coombe Dingle when exams are held there in summer.
Field work
Food shoipping
Food Shop
Food shopping - to get to cheaper places
Freedom
Go home to work
going to the supermarket
Have to drive to work and often stop in at uni on the way back from work so I'm already driving
Health reasons
I am part time student so need my car to fulfill my other job
I do not live in Bristol and commute to Uni one evening a week
I live in a place where I have to drive to get to public transport..
I live in a rural area it would take 2.5 hours to get to university using public transport
I live in Swindon so it's just easier than getting to Swindon Station and then from Temple Meads to
uni.
I share it with partner that I live with
i use the car on weekends when buses are not frequent
If I move far from the university
It's the weekend and I can park for free in the carparks
Langford
Living at Langford
Mature student who already owned car with wife.
Moving
Music
Music lessons
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My partner will need it and he will come to live in Bristol with me
My wife's commute
No alternative to car
no car
No shops in Langford to do a food shop hence need a car
non term time address is quite rural with little public transport so sometimes it is the only option to
get to term time address
none
Placement year
Placements
Public transport takes too long
Safety across Downs
Saving time - First Buses are usually late or don't turn up
Shopping
Shopping (food) - its expensive to get it delivered
Shopping (occasional big shop)
Study in other towns
The train times to/from my home are extremely limited and the bus system in Bristol is *extremely*
unreliable.
time especially coinciding with Library hours
to do a large food shop
To get out of the city/explore surrounding area
to go to tesco
To learn to drive here
To make travel time faster so I can fit in other commitments/journeys during the day that would not
be possible to complete using public transport.
To travel back to Scotland to visit parents
Travel for field work
Travel to church and medical appointments
Travel to friends across UK
Travel to Hospital
Travel to Langford (vet med student)
Travel to locations associated with research
Travel to partners house
Travel to research laboratory in Langford
Travel to society activities in the Lake District or Snowdonia
travel to visit family
travel to visit relatives and for days out
Travel to work in Oxford
Travelling to Langford
travelling to other parts of the country
Travelling to University is not my usual commute so I cannot get a season rail ticket for this journey
as it often tends to be more ad-hoc
trips outside of bristol
Tutoring Work
Unreliable bus service
Usually cycle- too many books to return or not feeling well will drive
Visiting family
Visiting fiance
Visiting friends in other cities; Going on holidays; I live here all year round and sometimes need a
car for large trips: this doesn't seem like a relevant question?
Visiting friends outside Bristol
visiting my family who live 2.5 hours' drive away
Visiting partner in London
Wife needs it for work in Swindon (I won't use it much)
Will be moving to Cheltenham not near train station
Work and leisure travel outside of Bristol
Leisure e.g. walking in countryside
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APPENDIX D
Question 26: What changes would most encourage you to use the
Wessex Bus Service 16 (University bus service) more often or to start
using it?
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Response
1) Buses actually being on time. 2) Bus drivers being polite. 3) A service earlier in the morning
than 8 am from Stoke Bishop.
Abide by timetables
Always cycle, takes less time
Better punctuality of buses, often turn up/leave 20 minutes after they are supposed to according to
the timetable! Great range of times though :)
better service from bus drives in terms of helpfulness
Both earlier (before 9am) and later (after 5pm) buses from the City Centre
Bus Pass for second and third years
Bus passes for second years
Buses are fine, often late or don't turn up.
Buses being on time (especially not leaving early)
Buses that arrive according to the timetable more than 40% of the time.
Buses to run on time.
Bus's that leave on time
Cheaper bus pass for non-first years / people who don't live in halls
Cheaper tickets/passes
City centre services later on in the day
Cleaner buses (internally and externally)
Clearer annotation when bus goes through triangle or st michael hill
Consistent bus fares. I am often charged a different fare depending on the driver.
Continue survices 2 days after and before term
Correct real time information
Cycling is free
Departing at advertised times; pass to work on other Wessex routes like last year; not routinely
waiting on Whiteladies to keep to timetable.
didn't know there was a bus
do know know enough about service to comment
Don't know anything about it
Don't know enough about service to comment.
Don't plan to use the bus
Don't use
Drivers more aware and respectful of cyclists!!!
Earlier buses as buses only come through the city centre around 10am
Earlier city centre travel during the week
Earlier Morning Routes
Earlier service from the city centre
earlier times from city centre during exam period
enable students traveling from a First bus area to use a combined ticket
Evening services to the centre
extend student facility to Postgraduate researchers
Extended Services on Sunday Evenings
Extension of route to Coombe dingle especially on Sundays and Wednesday's
extention of route to coombe dingle and start services earlier on weekdays
Free bus pass again like we had in 1st year
friendlier drivers
friendliness of drivers???
go from the city centre earlier in the morning and later at night
go past Churchill
Goes to coomb dingle in exam times/ more frequent in exam time
Happy to cycle
Have the bus depart from or go to Temple Meads Station
I almost walk everyday instead of taking a bus.
I am no longer in first year and have never used the bus since. In first year the above selected
would have been amazing, although I believe some changes have already been made.
I cycle and otherwise the train is more convenient
I didnt know there was a free bus service
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I do not need to use it
I do not need to use the bus
I do not use Serviec 16 because it is not very far to my term time address and I prefer to walk.
I do not use the Service 16 because the route doesn't serve my term time address
I don't know anything about it
I don't know what this bus service is.
I don't need to use the bus. I work out while I come to the university on foot!
I don't use it as currently in 3rd year.
I don't use the bus because I live so near the University.
I don't use the bus enough to comment
i don't want to use the bus
I have never used this bus, so I cannot comment
I have no plans to commute to uni by bus
I have no reason to use it
I live close enough that i don't need a bus service
I live close enough to walk.
I live close, its not relevant.
I live so close I don't take the bus
I live too close to use the bus
I live too close to use the bus!
I live very close to my department so using a bus is unnecessary
I never use the bus to be able to comment
I never used this service.
I normally use First Group bus
I prefer to cycle
I prefer to walk
I prefer to walk or cycle as its free.
I prefer to walk, there is no improvement that would change this.
I prefer to walk.
I prefer to walk/cycle places
i prefer walk to school.
I tend to use the 8/9 services to go to Temple Meads or the city centre as they are cheaper and
more frequent
I think I'd only use the service if I injured myself and couldn't ride my bike :-)
I walk to Uni, drive to my place of work
I would choose to cycle whatever improvements there were.
I would use it but it is always full to capacity in morning, so it's more convenient to travel on the
first buses.
I wouldn't, I'm quite happy walking.
I'd only consider it if I lived further away from university.
If I didn't have my bike I would use it more
If I lived far away
if it linked well with where I live
If the buses actually turned up/turned up on time. If there were more than one bus doing the
nightly circuit. If the bus hadn't once left us abandoned for an hour and a half at the bus stop on a
freezing cold night at 2am whilst it got taken to the depot to have vomit cleaned from it twice.
I'm from bristol and more familiar with the First bus service, Wessex buses don't go to south
bristol
I'm within walking distance so this is from last year when I used it daily
improve reliability of "real time information"
Improved/additional bus stops/shelters
In my first year, the 16 service would not stick to it's timetable and at times I was left waiting up to
45 minutes for a bus which didn't arrive. The buses need to stick to the timetabled routes.
issue free or cheap passes to all students
It cannot compete with cycling.
It is essential for the bus to stop at churchill hall. This is especially true at night since walking
across the downs or along the creepy path from hiatt baker at night on your own is so scary.
It should go to the centre more often
It's slower than walking to uni for me
keeping to a timetable, less aggressive drivers, not stopping for seemingly no reason half way
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down whiteladies, buses coming when they should etc
Later buses to city centre
later services to the city centre and earlier service than 8am
Less buses not turning up
Link from home (Axbridge) to Langford Vet School
Link to Bristol Temple Meads
Link to Coombe Dingle, especially around exam periods
Link to Coombe Dingle Sports Centre (on weekdays)
Link to coombe dingle sports complex
Link to hospitals
Link to University Bristol Union
links to combe dingle
more accurate arrival time to the minute
More buses at peak usage times
more buses at rush hours
More buses on Wednesday afternoons going back to stoke bishop.
More convenient for me to walk
More frequent City Centre services
More frequent evening services (17:00 - 21:30)
More frequent night service (21:30 to 04:00)
More frequent night services to town center
More frequent Saturday services
More frequent services Wednesday Lunch time.
More frequent Sunday services
More frequent weekday services
More frequent weekday services between 20 past the hour and 45mins past the hour to prevent
long queues at UNIVERSITY Transport Hub
More morning buses
More on time - have had to wait up to half an hour for a bus in the evening
More polite drivers
More prompt service
more reliability
More reliable - true to timetable
MORE RELIABLE to time schedule.
More strictly following the timetable in the evening!
More variety of tickets/passes
my journey is too short to need a bus
my term time address very near to university
My weekly ticket does not work on Wessex Bus Service
n/a
na
Need to stick to timetabled times
nicer bus drivers
no bus 16 but only 19 service near my hall but the hall gave me bus 16 pass not 19 ...
No changes would encourage me to use it, I prefer to walk.
No need to use it. Plus walking and fresh air is nice
Non-16 Wessex bus tickets need to be valid on this service
none. i like walking
Not aware of bus service, I cycle everywhere.
Not really applicable as it doesn't go all the way to South Wales!
Not waiting at Stoke Bishop when there are lots of people waiting to get on!
Nothing at the moment, as my term-time address is sufficiently close to the university to not need
the bus.
Nothing, I prefer to walk.
On time buses according to the schedule.
On time more often and more buses during busier times (e.g. getting to University for 9am
lectures).
On time!!
Only used for Coombe Dingle exmas
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Passes should be available to all years - not just first years
Perfectly happy walking
perhaps a link to Coombe Dingle during exam periods
Please get a Fishponds to UNIVERSITY link.
please please please make it go to temple meads!
Prefer to walk
Provision of bus pass for students other than freshers
Real time information within the Precinct/Halls of Residence
Regular buses and less uncertainty about arrivals
Reliability
Reliability at evening times very much needed. I've waited for 1hr plus once.
Route does not serve place of research (Langford)
Route goes nowhere near my house.
run on time
Seems absolutely fine to me, no problems.
service does not run to langford therefore dont use it
Service down to Coombe Dingle, particularly when exams are on.
Service to Churchill
service to coombe dingle
Service to Gloucester Road
service to north somerset
Services during vacation periods
Services on time
shorter queues
showing the name of the upcoming stop (they have the equipment why don't they use it?)
Sticking to timetables!
Stop closer to Churchill Hall of residence
The bus actually turning up on time!
The bus does not stop at the Durdham Park stop after 8-10 pm.
The bus is no good to me in the morning when I have early lectures as the bus does not start
running from the city until 9:56 am pretty useless really!!!!
The bus should start earlier, in order to be on time for early lectures. Also, on several occasions,
buses have arrived late resulting in being late for classes.
The buses do not stick to the schedule for the most part which is very inconvenient, particularly
when getting to lectures
The buses to be on time and drivers not to be rude
The time it takes to get to my stop - it takes me the same time to walk and walking is better for you
There should be more routes, so as to serve more/most of the areas where students live outside of
campus
To have heard of it other than in this survey
Travel planner, never know where the buses go
Unless it goes to south Bristol I wouldn't use it
unreliable- buses rarely arrive when they say they will
Used it last year
Why wait for a bus when one can walk?
wi fi on bus and routes that include goin up and down the hills of Bristol e.g Clifton to center,
Blankboy hill to centre, Cotham hill to centre.
would not use
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APPENDIX E
Question 31: Please add any further comments you have about
transport or travel issues which you feel are within the control of the
University?
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Comment
For sports and societies, cheaper car rental would be good. Especially as the university is
actively discouraging cars, which limits our club
Coombe Dingle is too far away to main university place. When exams arranged there only
taxi can save me.
Coombe dingle should be more straight forward to get to during exam periods
Difficulty of getting to Coombe Dingle for exams, especially in January, for people without a
car.
for exams. increasing frequency for these would be great especially during exam season.
They get stuffy and full.
Issues during examination periods with access to Coombe Dingle with is very far from city
centre and the bus service being generally unreliable = you have to pay for a taxi to avoid
being late to your exam.
more transportation to/from coombe dingle from the main Precinct.
No travel options provided by the university for getting to coombe dingle during exam
season
The examination place is too far away from university area and it would be better to have
more buses during the busy time during exam period so that candidates would not be late
because of transportation issues.
There should be transport to exams at coombe dingle
Transportation during exam periods to Coombe Dingle
Transportations during exam times since the Uni doesn't have its own exam halls. We've
been spending money on taxi fares when we pay so much within a year
- Bicycles lanes are need in the area surrounding the University (e.g. like in the
Netherlands), it is not safe to cycle on the roads surrounding the University; - More bus
routes are needed which connect the Gloucester road area with the University Precinct.
a place to store bikes out of the rain is needed in berkeley square
Access to the bicycle shed in FMVS for PhD students
As a postgrad, I would like to be able to lock my bike up at university in a secure enclosed
bike facility (such as the one on Cantock's close) but I've heard that these are only for staff.
If this is true, I think it would be useful for postgrads and even undergrads to be able to
make use of this facility as well.
Better bike storage facilities would encourage me to cycle
Better cycling facilities for some buildings (more racks to lock up). Especially near the ASS,
sports centre and priory road complex.
Better facilities for cyclists- showers and space to dry wet gear- would be welcome both at
NCC and the university (Queen's building for me).
Bicycles get stolen too often, we should have bike sheds with external locks on the
Precinct.
Bike theft, better advice of what to do if bike is stolen (personal experience)
Bikes outside my school are not safe, lights have been stolen. There are not enough bike
racks for everyone. And during rain bikes are not safely covered. There is need for better
shelter of bikes at Berkeley Square.
Campus should definitely have more places where to park/lock bikes.
Covered bicycle parking would be beneficial to cyclists.
cycling is the way foeward
Dental Hospital has limited bicycle parking for students while staff have huge, protected
underground parking.
For vet students in Langford a cycle path between congresbury and the vet school would
be useful, as the country road is dangerous.
Good to see bicycle and changing facilities in the hospitals we use for medical placementsvery useful
I and many other cyclists I am sure would appreciate some bicycle shelters, such as the
staff-only one near the Chemistry building. I do not know why I have not heard about most
of the cycling facilities listed above. The discounted locks and bicycle clinics would have
been extremely useful to me; either of which might have recommended me to get a securer
lock and perhaps lead to preventing the theft of my own bicycle.
I feel like there is a significant lack of bicycle storage around the University Precinct and
especially outside of the Wills Memorial Building. I frequently have to go to a totally different
spot to lock up my bike, even sometimes on a different street, in order to lock it up. It often
makes me want to walk instead, although biking is much easier for me. More bike storage
or even just bike hoops would mean people would consider bringing their bike into
university rather than driving.
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I have friends whose bicycles have been stolen from directly beneath CCTV cameras
outside the southwell st building. It makes me wary to cycle into uni.
I think everything bicycle related is really good! Especially the cycle clinic, it's super helpful!
I know there are maintenance courses involved with Roll for the Soul but it might be good to
have something similar on campus.
I think that the travel arrangements have greatly improved since I was in Halls of Residence
5 years ago; but I am now out of Bristol so much on placement that I do not have much
opportunity to use it. The cycle service is great, however and I hope that it can continue into
the future.
I would appreciate better biking routes within the university area
I would cycle, but it is simply too dangerous from a traffic risk point of view.
I would like secure bike storage for fear of theft.
I would like to use a lock-up/enclosed bike store when at university.
I would use a cheap bike rental scheme, Boris Bike style. But only if it was easy to use and
very cheap, e.g. £1/2 per day
I'd love to see a bike hire service near university.
I'd never heard of any of the above initiatives and I'm really surprised. Where are they
publicised? I've bookmarked the link above though now. The bicycle clinic sounds handy.
On question 11, to explain the total of more than 100%, when I study at the university I
always cycle or walk, but work from home a lot of the time. Provision for cyclists is really
good around the main Precinct (locking points, cycle lanes etc.) apart from Woodland
Road, I think. I ride down the hill most days to get to the Merchant Venturer's Building, and
it's the only place I feel unsafe: people park on the left in the downhill direction, and there's
always the risk they'll open their door without checking their wing mirror for cyclists first,
which is *much* more dangerous going downhill, compared with uphill; buses/coaches/vans
stop in the road opposite MVB in the downhill direction, forcing cyclists (and other vehicles,
to be fair) onto the wrong side of the road to go past them, going downhill (i.e. braking is
more difficult), and people alighting from coaches tend to cross the road via the front (blind)
side of the coach, potentially appearing right in front of you as you overtake the coach;
cars/vans have a habit of tailgating cyclists going downhill, whilst trying to overtake - even
though the limit's 20mph, I think? Most cars going downhill don't stick to 20, that's for sure!
A cycle lane on the downhill side would help improve safety, I think, as would moving
parking spaces to the other side of the road, so that the risk of doors being opened is in the
uphill, rather than downhill direction. I'm really conscious of that risk, because a car driver
who didn't check his wing mirror before opening his door put my girlfriend in hospital. That
didn't happen in the university Precinct, but it does happen, and going downhill the risk is
much worse - my girlfriend was riding on a flat road when the accident happened. An
official, indented parking space for coaches and tradespeople to stop in outside MVB would
be helpful too I think, to keep them out of the way of traffic, and also a pedestrian crossing,
and maybe traffic calming measures (sleeping policemen?) to force cars to slow down
going downhill. Those are expensive measures though, maybe wishful thinking on my part
:-) I drive too by the way, I'm not some sort of militant cyclist. I see things from both
perspectives, cyclists do ride dangerously sometimes, and can get in the way! Some
drivers really don't appreciate the cyclists perspective though, and things like traffic calming
measures are really helpful with those drivers. Ultimately, all pretensions aside, enforcing
safe driving is a good thing where pedestrians and cyclists are at risk, in my opinion.
I'm not sure what is in the cycle training, but the main problem I face when cycling is
knowing how to cycle on the road in a city. I learnt to cycle in the country so I haven't learnt
to use lanes. It's confusing and intimidating. I would cycle more if I knew how to cycle in
Bristol.
In first year I was given a bus pass which I rarely used. I would have liked to be able to
trade it in for it's value in bicycle stuff. Obviously encouraging public transport is good, but
encouraging cycling is even better. More bike stands should have shelters, so they do not
get wet. The cycle clinic normally has very long queues, it should be around more often
with more employees. Also, having the police next to it can be intimidating to people, and
they should be at a separate location
It is highly frustrating that PhD students do not have access to lockable bike sheds on the
Precinct.
It would be good to have more bicycle lock place around cantock step.
It would be nice to have more covered cycle storage options on campus. Also, there
should be some sort of regular investigation as to cycles and locks abandoned and taking
up space on campus.
It would be nice to have more rain-sheltered bike parking within University grounds.
It would be useful to have a space for those who cycle to change and keep their stinky
clothes in (ie. changing rooms and lockers).
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It would be very nice to have somewhere on the precinct to park motorbike/bicycle under
cover for when it rains.
Itd be great if the university could perhaps subsidise cycle alerts for university cyclists. And
encouraged the wessex buses to install the corresponding sensor, I would feel much safer
cycling back, especially in the dark. Although the bus drivers around the uni are very good,
and I have lights on my bike, there's been a few times when a bus has gotten a bit too
close.
LOCKERS this is THE thing which would help cyclists
Lockers f cyclists would be handy. My enough people are wearing helmets- maybe more
would do so if they didn't have to carry is around the whole day
Make people more aware of cycle clinic etc.
More bicycle hoops are needed as they are over-crowded
More bicycle locking facilities are needed at Berkeley Square please - there is never
enough space and they are open to all weather conditions as well as vulnerable to traffic,
being straight onto the road.
More bike hoops to lock bikes to outside the engineering building. At peak times the railings
are entirely full and you have to go quite a way out to find somewhere to lock a bike.
More bike parking would be useful
More bike storage facilities. Indoor bike storage is currently only available to staff, but
should be more available to all. Current bike storage (outside) is unsafe out of hours - I
have nearly had my bike stolen before. This would encourage more people to cycle.
More covered bike racks, increases durability and cost efficiency of having a bike. Smarter
use of existing space, some bike racks are not practical, like the new once next to Physics
building - not very convenient and obstructing the view, far better to have covered hoops.
More covered cycle storage would be appreciated - given that it rains so often. I also think
postgraduates could be given access to the locked cycle sheds.
More covered locked secure bike shelters for students would be good
More covered shelters for bicycles would encourage me to cycle
More cycle lanes within the university precinct. Do this and introduce more student to
cycling not only to university but also within Bristol.
More cycles lanes in Uni precint, senate house area is hectic for cycles! More
secure/covered cycle storage facilities - bikes rust in the rain, cycle sheds are more
sustainable!
More places at university to store bikes (especially around exam time) would be useful.
More places to lock bikes in the precinct.
More places to park bicycles on University Walk are needed. They are usually just forced
into random railings wherever they can fit and there is often not enough space for me to put
my bike close to the buildings.
More secure bike storage facilities for staff/include PGRs as staff so we can use FMVS
secure bike storage. Or AT LEAST build a shelter so our bikes are protected from the rain.
More secure cycle places, gated with card access- available for students, rather than just
staff.
More sheltered bike storage would be nice
More sheltered places to lock bikes
More showers required for use after cycling
My big issue is lack of secure bike sheds for students. I seem to have accidentally gained
access to my department bike shed, without this I would be very unhappy about cycling
every day. As a mature student with family commitments, using my commute time to get
some exercise is extremely valuable and I would not be happy if I had to give up cycling
due to lack of acceptable parking.
Need more bicycle racks near the Life Sciences Building!
None of the cycle relate schemes were well advertised in Halls of residence. The
discounted lock/light sales would have been particularly useful if I knew how to use them!
Not enough places for bikes at medical sciences, most end up on the railings.
Please provide covered & secured bicycling parking for postgraduates.
Post graduate students do not have access to the secure bike sheds. If staff and students
are encouraged to cycle then there should be secure storage facilities for all. Often Phd
students require storage of bikes for longer than members of staff, so it is even more
important that their bikes are secure.
Safe bicycle storage facilities
Sheltered bike lock ups. Drying room would be nice for long distance commuters.
Should encourage more students in halls of residence to cycle.
Some of the hoops are outdated, the U shaped ones are better. Bike locking at Woodland
Road is oftyen in areas not well lit, so at night feel quite vulnerable as a woman unlocking
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bike.
Some places for bike locks were recently installed next to my building (1 priory road) but
from the start the screw fixing the lock into the ground of the middle one was loose. From
the minute they have been installed that have been used every day by people in the
building it would be great if they could be fixed.
Somewhere to shower and change after commuting by bicycle that doesnt require a
prohibitively expensive gym membership.
Subsidy for buying a bike, especially for research students who have extremely limited
funds, would be a marvellous enabler. I am currently looking into getting a bike but getting
a decent one is very unaffordable. But it would help me to give up my car so very
desirable.
The Bike Clinic is great but absolutely heaving, possible to have it every week? Offering
subsidiary things for students using bicycles to encourage good life habbits More enclosed
bike parking on campus
The bike locking hoops at 1 Priory Rd are not lit, which makes using them at night a little
scary and a little difficult!
the road used by most to get to the vet school (stock lane) is dangerous for cyclists in
places. A cycle path option is required.
The roads around the university precinct (Tyndall Ave and Queens building) either have lots
of pot holes, are uneven due to previous road work or are bumpy and just not flat. This
means when cycling to uni you have to concentrate on avoiding defects in the road instead
of oncoming traffic. Sometimes it can be hard to find a bicycle rail/stand to lock my bike
against. Especially outside of the queens building and MVB (engineering)
The Students Union is quite far from the precinct and it would be helpful to have a bike
route there or something similar.
There are not enough showers in University buildings for people cycling to work.
There could be more bicycle hoops on campus.
There is no covered bicycle parking outside the queens building - bike degrades/rusts much
fast than it should
There needs to be much more secure places to leave bikes for the whole day
There should be closed bicycle sheds available to students (not only for staff) in the
University precinct.
There's a suggestion to have more covered cycle parks to keeps bike out the rain when
parking at uni. Yes Please.
We really need sheltered and safe cycle locking facilities
We should have a bike rental service. There was one at my old university which was
popular.
While I do not personally cycle (though I am considering buying a bike), I have colleagues
that do and have heard from them that the bike storage facilities (particularly in
Geographical Sciences) have inadequate security as the lock is damaged/broken. There
have been a number of occasions when bikes have been stolen from this location, as well
as from the railings outside the building. I know from department emails that the issues with
the bike shed lock have been reported multiple times and have not yet been resolved. If the
University wants to encourage people to cycle they should provide sufficient security for
people's bikes.
Would be ideal to "clean up" campus over the end of term time since quite a few bikes are
left locked and never claimed, which then leads to parts being stripped from them over a
period of time. Bikes could be auctioned off or donated to Lifecycle/ Bristol Bike Workshop
etc.
would be nice to have more specific places to lock bikes
Would be nice to rain proof the double decker cycle lock-ups outside the Physics
department
Would be useful if there were more areas to lock your bicycle near the queen's building and
perhaps some that were sheltered from the rain
yes, we need more bike hoops
Given the traffic upholds during peak hours it would be appreciated if exams moved away
from these hours
I am not really aware of the transport modes as I do not need to use them to go to
university.
I have no choice but to drive from work to uni
I keep a car in Bristol because public transport links to my home address are not good and
realistically it is my only way to get home reliably. I travel home regularly to keep in touch
with my family and girlfriend. As a car user in a city I can always sense that there is a focus
by Bristol City Council on persecuting motorists and attempting to push them onto public
transport for any and all journeys. While I accept this policy is sensible for journeys into and
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out of the city centre and over short distances, this would not work at all for me in terms of
my long (2.5 hour) commute home. I enjoy walking to my lectures every day but always feel
that it is very unsafe. There are often works on the pavements forcing me to walk on the
road, and walking down Whiteladies road means that I have to cross a side road every
minute or so, which is again very dangerous as you have to constantly look out for cars. If
the University and/or Council feel the need to encourage people not to use their cars, I
would suggest they try and make the roads a safer place for other road users, in my case
pedestrians, so that I do not feel at risk every time I have to cross a road or wander around
some scaffolding or roadworks into a live traffic lane.
I think it should be introduced moreï¼Œcause I even never heared about it
It is terrible for students to get around. The roads are unsafe for cyclists and buses are not
very regular.
its good overall
N/A
No further comments
no issues
Q22 asked "Are you aware of the Residents' Parking Schemes that are shortly to be
introduced in the City which will severely restrict your opportunities for on street parking? ".
This is a very unreasonable question. I am _AWARE_ of the RPZ schemes, but do not
think ANY of them will "severely restrict your opportunities for on street parking". Indeed, I
am completely in favor of them because they will help reduce the flow of traffic through
Bristol. Further, this questionaire doesn't seem to take PhD studies into account when
considering students: I live here all year round, so whilst I posses a car it's absolutely
nothing to do with my travel to/from uni (its not even insured for that use!).
Ski lift up and slide down Park Street
Stop discouraging students from having cars. We're citizens like every other person in this
city and have a right to cars if we want them. We (Students) have a right to park our cars on
the road just as much as the family that lives next door does, or do they have more rights
than we do? The university needs to learn the distinction between a students public and
private life. As far as i'm concerned once i'm off the university precinct i'm here because I'm
a citizen of Bristol city, not because I'm a student at the University of Bristol.
Students should be walking/cycling to university if live within 5 miles! Its healthier! Why is
the university providing a bus for a 20 min walk? (for those that can)
The politeness of the staff could be reviewed more frequently. Whilst I am aware they must
have a stressful job at times, I sometimes feel their attitude to students is unnecessary. A
real time information point would be useful, especially for night busses, where on frequent
occasion the busses have stopped running before they say they should and students are
left waiting in the cold for a long time before having to pay for a taxi.
As i was in city center halls we received little information about any transport opportunities
and discounts offers.
Create an app for phones to determine the times of buses to and from university eg.
wessex bus 16, 19 and first bus 8 and 9
I am a first year in private accommodation and there seems to be little effort to help new
students who aren't in halls with transport arrangements- it is something we've had to work
out for ourselves, for the most part.
I do not know much about transport to and from the university, I have been walking on foot
since I came to Bristol
Know little about that. Want more information.
more information available. specially for international students.
Not enough information provided on transport links and help
The reason that I am not aware of any of the above facilities/initiatives is because nobody
at the University has ever made me aware of these. There should be greater exposure to
these things if the University wants them to be used.
As a vet student studying at Langford, it was be extremely inconvenient not to have a car
for travelling to and from uni out-of-hours (for checking patients in the middle of the night,
emergencies etc) and for travelling to and from placements
It is very difficult and time consuming to travel from Langford to Bristol for courses/seminar
etc. either by public transport or by car because of parking issues
Transport between Langford and the main precinct is heavily reliant on people using their
own cars, there is no alternative.
Travel links between Bristol and Langford are rubbish. Travel links between Langford and
congresbury where a lot of people live are rubbish. Travel links between Langford and any
sizable supermarket are rubbish
Travel to and from Langford vet school is a real issue for vets/ vet nurses/ ABW students as
there is no direct bus anymore. The university puts on a coach for some students to get to
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Langform from Bristol but for those of us that live in Langford we have to make and pay for
our own way to get into bristol,
I wish PhD students had access to motorcycle sheds, as I am going to buy a motorbike.
The application process for motorcycle parking should be more clear, at the moment it is
almost non existent.
There seems to be lots of sheltered bike storage for staff, but not for students. I would like
to use my motorbike more than my car for travelling to university but am not 100% happy
about leaving it in on street parking all day every day!
a subsidy towards parking would be very helpful.
As a mature student with childcare responsibilities, travel to and from uni is a challenge
timewise, logistically, parking and financially particularly when the RPZ comes into play. It
is good to see the support for cyclists and I will now investigate the transport plan website
for help with my travel issues.
As a PhD student who works full-time (around 50h/week) and commutes from Bath
everyday I feel I should be allowed to apply for a parking permit within the University
precinct. Having to rely on trains and buses and the constant increase in the prices of the
tickets put a strain on my study at the University of Bristol. I have applied for a space in the
past but was declined it because I'm not a permanent staff member or honorary staff
member or disabled. Whilst I agree that I'm not categorised as any of these, I would like to
be considered a permanent full-time member of staff based on the hours I work and the
duration of my course (4 years).
Free parking for students.
From my perspective, transport support from the university is non-existent, there could be
some priority for parking for students that need to drive, based on some sort of hardship
assessment, but for a student to pay £10 per day to get to uni is ridiculous. I'd expect staff
who can apply for on-precinct parking permits are better positioned to pay NCP rates than I
am. As a student carer, I couldn't apply for a on-precinct permit.
I am aware of limit spaces, however the option of a paid parking permit in university car
parks would be useful.
I am concerned about the parking scheme as I will be moving to Cheltenham there will be
no alternative. I will have to drive for an hour and the walk for half an house outside the
parking zone. This will result in working from home more. Some form of parking permit
would be useful.
I am currently pregnant and will be buying a car. I am concerned about how I can affordably
park if I struggle with other transport options as my pregnancy progresses(recent hip
condition meant I couldn't walk far as an example) or later on when I may struggle to link
childcare and my commute without a car (hopefully not) and have struggled to find
information about how this could work on university sites. Since you ask about it above I am
in support of a resident parking scheme and further restrictions to parking.However I am
concerned that the RPS will not target parking issues in my area through not managing
parking at weekends (particularly around football matches where access to my home is
impossible). I would like to see parking tightened around the university, changes made to
make the uni realm more non driver friendly, speed limits enforced, pedestrian access
around the hospital and further north on St Michaels Hill improved (pavements are too
narrow and cars too fast). Could Tyndall Avenue become a no car (disability and speed
managed bus excepting) zone?
I am very disappointed with the lack of provision of parking for students with caring
responsibilities who live a long distance (>25 miles) away. I have considered quitting my
course as I have serious problems taking my children to and from school and attending
training courses, seminars, etc., and believe this is seriously affecting my progress.
I believe some student parking should be made available, even if at a cost.
I live in Winkowrth House which has an underground car park that is never full and only
used by a handful of cars. so i would like the university to be able to offer students living at
wink worth house the opportunity to buy permits to park underneath the accommodation.
I live with parents on the outskirts of Bristol and am likely to have to pay for parking daily
when residents scheme is developed, somewhere to park next academic year would be
fantastic as I cannot afford to pay
I think it is important that the university continues to provide car parking to people with longterm fluctuating chronic illnesses, even if they do not have a significant mobility impairment.
For people with such conditions, it may at times be feasible to travel to the university by
alternative means, but on other occassions the provision of car parking can make the
difference between being able to attend and not being able to attend. People with such
conditions may not have a significant mobility impairment, but may need to carefully
manage their conditions and exertions. For example, for people with chronic fatigue, the
energy cost of walking, cycling or bus travel may make it harder to study, even though
using these forms of transport would not be impossible.
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I think that part time students like me need to be taken in to account, I would be happy to
pay for a permit(reduced price taking in to account how few times I come to uni) to park
around woodland rd.
I work at the University 12 months a year as a fully-funded PGR and commute from
Cheltenham, yet am unable to apply for a University parking space. This is absurd. My
personal circumstances mean I cannot live closer to the city and this should be considered
when allocating parking.
In desperate need of a car park serving students
More parking space is required.
Parking for postgraduate research students would be useful. Postgraduate researchers
generally do not live in student areas and the public transport links to the university outside
of typical student areas are generally terrible. Postgraduate students are more akin to staff
and should be treated as such.
Parking is very costly on top of fuel consumption and there is no assistance in terms of
permits or bursaries for those with caring responsibilities who may not have a choice,
especially those who commute from outside of Bristol. Secondly, it will be beneficial for
those who live outside of Bristol and travel to seminars/lectures if they were not spread out
over many days, for example having one lecture or seminar a day which results in an
increase in traveling and cost to the student, which is made worse when a seminar may last
no longer than the journey into university let alone when combined with the return journey this had a significant impact upon my attendance as such journeys sometimes did not
appear to be worth it.
Parking permits for long distance students (travelling more than 30 mins into the university
by car/other vehicle)
Parking permits should be available for students who do not live within Bristol and need to
park cars near to the university
parking should be more available to people traveling to university as parking on street is
very costly.
Please help me park my car near uni for free - my commute is so much longer and the bus
service is poor
Small number of mature students travel long distances daily and cost of parking is
prohibitive, I often have to work after lectures and do not have time to walk 30 mins to get
back to the car so end up paying for on street parking (which is too expensive). Also some
health issues meaning on occasions I cannot walk long distances (>1 mile). Unable to
apply for a permit.
Some affordable university parking would be very useful because the bus services are very
unreliable.
As a medical student it is very difficult not to have a car for placements and infact seems to
be expected to have one - I have been placed places where the public transport time is 3
hours! Just for a morning clinic. People shouldn't just be expected to have a car as they are
so expensive
I am a vet student and I feel that I should be entitled to a larger student loan due to the cost
of travelling to and from placements in my holidays and my inability to work during the
holidays
I do not want to get a car whilst at university but my placements may require me to as they
may be as far as Taunton, Yeoville and Western.
Medical placement reimbursement for petrol
Medical students should be reimbursed for 1 return trip to their academies each week, it is
unreasonable to think we won't come back to Bristol at weekends. Train and bus travel can
be very expensive, as is petrol. Currently only 1 return trip per placement is reimbursed.
Medics are expected to have cars to drive to and from placements, however if you live in a
student house with 4 or 5 other medics all of whom have cars we are unable to get
residential permits for that number of people. In addition I do not feel we get sufficient
reimbursement for traveling back from placements at weekends; we are expected to pay for
accommodation in Bristol for an entire year and then not use it if we are on placement (we
are expected to stay on placement at the weekend) and this should be assessed by the
university.
Travel to hospital placement is often expensive has to be done by car and often has to be
alone

A 3 stop hop ticket choice for bus 16
A student discount on Wessex bus and an improved service for students not in the Stoke
Bishop area would be beneficial.
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Cheaper please thanks~

Cheapest tickets
First Bus Service student tickets are cheaper than the Wessex student servce, i.e. 1.00
pounds rather then 1.35 pounds.
For non stoke bishop university students the public bus is cheaper (£1) than using the
university bus.

Free bus pass for the First Bus Services 8/9. More number 16 buses at peak times
I am annoyed that my fees subsidise the Wessex bus service even though it is completely
useless to me. Clifton residents would be much better served by a pass for the 8/9 to the
centre+Temple Meads.

I THINK STUDENT PASSES SHOULD BE MORE CHEAPER,
I will start using the park and ride soon - it would be good to have a student discount on
these buses
I'm not sure if the University could have any control in this issue but I mainly use the train to
get to and from University and I don't believe there is any help for students using this form
of transport at the moment so I was wondering if anything could be done to provide a
discounted train pass or something as this would really help me financially as I currently
don't benefit from the student bus services.
It is cheaper to travel on the First buses, and as a student with a disability I am far more
likely to be able to sit on the First buses. I do not have a wheelchair or anything like that so
people will not know I am disabled by sight, but I cannot stand on the bus.

It is hard to commute from Cardiff to Bristol and the train prices are expensive
It would be nice to have a University benefit of sorts, a lot of people have to get First Bus
Services and even with discounts it isn't cheap. It could be useful to look into annual
passes available through the union or something at discounted rates
Lobby First buses to provide student term tickets / academic year tickets. They already do
this for UWE.
Lower fares for transport (for one or more of the many methods and services available) to
and from Halls of Residence for Bristol Uni students

please make the buses cheaper

Reduced 16 prices even after First year.

Reduction in prices or pay as you go bus passes (if there aren't any already).
Some kind of partnership with First bus would be great in order to get further discounts on
the yearly ticket - I had to pay close to £500 for a year long ticket and that kind of expense
really is difficult.
The bus service needs a student Return ticket! Getting two single tickets is rather pointless
and expensive
The first bus student ticket is cheaper than the wessex red 16 service. The single trip price
should be reduced to £1 to match.
The University Bus Service is limiting as those who hold First Bus Passes cannot use it.
Maybe if something can be done about this.
Trains to the North are extortionate.
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Wessex annual student passes are comparable with those of First bus passes but if I take
the First student bus pass, i have a wider choice of travel options

Wessex buses are very expensive compared to First buses student offer
A lot of intramural sports take place at Coombe Dingle on days other than Wednesday.
Travelling to and from there ends up costing quite a lot each term, as students who aren't in
first year don't get a free wessex card. It would be great if there was some way that would
let students travel to Coombe Dingle for intramural sports without having to spend lots of
money each term on bus fares.
Access to coombe dingle during exam periods is extremely poor. Public bus does not run
often enough to cover the demand of the students.
Better transport to Coombe Dingle on a Sunday for intramural (16 and First 41 very
irregular)
Bus to combe dingle during exam period please
Free transport to ALL examination venues should be provided as it usually is when exams
are held at the Footbal Ground. Not only are there are financial costs when having to use
public transport to examination venues that are a large distance away from the university,
but this incurs an added stress factor on students who are concerned about things such as:
not getting on the correct bus, not knowing the correct stop, concern over travel time,
concern over late bus arrivals/traffic. With the coach service the university runs to and from
the Football Ground, students can take comfort in knowing that they are guaranteed to
make it to the exam in time, and that if there were delays, students themselves would not
be penalised for something outside of their control.
If we have to take the final exam far away from the accommodation,please let the bus send
us specially.
In exam periods there should be a shuttle bus from city centre to Coombe dingle. We
cannot rely on other buses to get us there on time or pay large amounts for taxis
issues travelling to Coombe Dingle during exam period with lack of regular buses and
information on how to get there greatly affecting ability to be on time to exams (especially
morning exams)
it is ridiculous that we have exams at coombe dingle but the school bus service does not go
there.
It seems like a reasonable request for the University to provide shuttle buses to Coombe
Dingle (or other venues) during exam time. It does not seem fair that when we have exams
really far away, we have to pay for taxis to get there, or have to leave our house 2 hours
earlier to make sure we get there on time due to the extremely unreliable bus service (both
First and Wessex), not to mention the fact that they are always packed, which causes
extreme delays. Please provide shuttle buses, coaches for free during exam time! They did
this once when we had an exam at the stadium, but that's it. It could leave from an area
that is easy to reach for most people, ie. Student's Union, Wills Memorial, Victoria Rooms,
Senate House, etc.
It would be nice if there was a direct way to get to Coombe Dingle, especially since we
have exams there. It is extremely unfair that we have to pay ourselves for a return on the
41 bus, which is the only way of getting closer than a 15 minute walk away from Coombe
Dingle. This is a hidden fee. We shouldn't have to pay to make it to exams on time.
More buses needed to Coombe Dingle.
Please provide free bus shuttles to exam venues such as coombe dingle during exam
periods.
The Coombe Dingle Wednesday bus service is a waste of money and resources - it is only
a 15 minute walk.
There is a constant worry for transport during exam period going to halls that are miles
away from the main precinct. It would be great if the university could provide free shuttle
buses to cater for these students need. Getting a bus to stoke bishop then walking to
coombe dingle is not a fair solution.
In my opinion, the Coombe Dingle shuttle service seems like a waste of money. I have not
used it, but Coombe Dingle is such a short walk away, there should be no need for any
transport service to it from Stoke Bishop.
Make the 16 run to coombe dingle!
Accommodation near the university is too expensive but where I live (Totterdown) buses
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cost me about £20 a week. It would be good if the uni would offer bus passes to students
who don't live within walking distance.

8/9 takes a long time to get to uni of you wanted to get a bus from Clifotn
Clifton/UBU to the Precinct is poorly served thanks to the bizarre way in which the 8/9 route
works. Please move Stoke Bishop closer to the Uni.

Connect the University to the south of Bristol (Bedminster) via bus.
Could we have more services covering Greater Bristol rather than just precint and city
centre?
I do not feel the bus services are in favour of students who do not live in student
accommodation. I live in Bedminster and the bus service is so terrible and expensive it is
quicker and cheaper for me to walk to campus which is an hour each way- pretty ridiculous
when I am going in for a 1 hour class and the driving time would be 15 minutes in a car.

I hope there will be a new bus routine passing through the Children hospital.
I live in Bradley Stoke and would love to use public transport to get to/from University but
the First Bus service (73) is extremely unreliable and would make me constantly late. I find
cycling too dangerous due to a lack of cycle lanes and so have no other option than to
drive, which I find frustrating.

it would be great to have a direct bus from fishponds are to the university campus.
none of these schemes are applicable to me as there is no bus service from burrington to
Bristol or to the local station I have no alternative but to use the car for transport

Please provide more bus services
Public transport from Bedminster and Southville to the university is very poor due to no
direct service. Due my recent injury, it meant I had to walk (or pay for a taxi), exacerbating
the problem.
Running the university shuttle bus from closer to the precinct for non-Stoke bishop based
residents to get to without reliance on someone with a car/irregular infrequent bus services
The university bus service is good but only if you live towards stoke bishop- there are no
helpful buses if you live in clifton

The Wessex buss services does not come to our area and could not join it

There are not enough bus services connected to the university precinct from outlying areas.
Wessex 16 services to the UBU / Richmond Building are an opportunity missed to promote
the building and activities on offer.
email us more details about how to use university bus service
I also take the Cross Harbour Ferry from where I live on Spike Island to cross the river,
each time I go to University. Better information about buses to University from the City
Center would be useful for students before they start their courses.
I have no information about any bus services in the area. a little more promotion of the
services offered by the university would be a refreshing change
i never know that our school has these public transport for student. you may need more
promotion on information delivery.
I was a little cross when, just before Christmas, I planned to use the Wessex 16 bus to get
me into Broadmead for work on a Saturday. The service at that time was not running
because it was outside of term-time however I did not know this as I only use the service
once a week to get me into work. Apparently this had been advertised on the bus for a
good while by that time but I had only used the bus once before (previously I had just
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walked to work) so I was a little perturbed by the fact that, because it wasn't running, and I
wasn't aware of this, I was half an hour late to work. This may have been entirely my fault
for having bad observational skills but some other indications of this fact at the time would
have been appreciated. A note on the bus stop post would have been good. An email to
students letting them know that the service would not be available perhaps? An indication
on the Wessex website that this was happening - I checked the website at the time and it
said that there were no issues affecting the running of the service so I was very confused
until I called the number on the bus stop post.
Make it easier to access or give information on how to access a First Western touch card.
Also possibly encourage later bus services. Friends and I have been approached, harassed
and worried by strangers walking back late from the university.
Waiting for the 16 Service buses could really be improved, especially when expecting an
arrival late night/early morning, as the timetable indicates a bus, however you might have to
wait an hour for that bus, with no signs of any other bus arriving. So perhaps clearer
indication of where the buses are and if they will arrive will be useful.
A regular shuttle bus to the Langford site. I am a 4th year vet student and drive to Langford
because transport only provided for years 1-3.
Additional services to Langford Vet School to the city please!!
Better bus links to Yatton/congresbury from the langford campus
Better links from Langford to bristol direct
I'm not sure whether the University can influence the situation, but transport into Bristol has
become even more difficult and strenuous than during the first semester with the removal of
the First Bus Service 121. This line connected the Langford campus directly to the centre of
Bristol. Though I appreciate the fact that buses now run more often and for longer during
the day, the removal of the direct 121 line has significantly increased travel time between
Langford and Bristol, making it completely impossible to use public transport to get into
town for lectures, let alone evening activities (and Sundays are utterly unmanageable with
only 4 buses running over the course of the day). The University has even had to organize
a private coach service two times a week to get students from Langford House to our
lectures and practicals at Bristol Zoo. It would be greatly appreciated if First Bus could be
encouraged to reconsider the modifications they have made to their services.
Insufficient public transport or university-provided transport for postgraduate and nonveterinary students at Langford, necessitating driving.
Regular day, eve and night buses to and from Langford to Bristol is needed
I wish I had known about the National Express 040 Coach Service to Stoke Bishop. I could
have saved so much time and money instead of trains to/from Temple Meeds. I believe it
would also be a huge help to students to have live information for Wessex Service from
University Halls of Residence
The 040 national express service to London is very expensive in comparison to getting the
same bus from the coach station or the often much cheaper megabus
The reason I bought a car was because often when I took the National Express 040, it
would leave me at the triangle with no bus service so I would have to take a £15 cab to get
to stoke bishop. It worked out cheaper and more convenient to have a car.
Wessex number 19 used everyday. Worst bus service I have ever had the misfortune of
using.
Affordable night buses are vital to women students' safety in Bristol (also to men, but they
report a lower perceived risk of walking alone). Obviously, to the major university halls, but
students in private rented accommodation might benefit even more as they are less likely to
have a group to walk home with.
the 16 isn't useful especially at night/evening when it is most needed
The buses are overcrowded in peak hours, often so much so that students cannot make
their lessons in time.
Wessex 16 often delayed or there are large queues at peak times - suggest maybe adding
more buses/more regular buses at these peak times to avoid the queues.
When the bus is being boarded, the contact-less cards are too slow and require a wait of
15-25 minutes while every student is boarding despite the journey otherwise being 5
minutes. This is in addition to the wait for the bus to arrive and bus queue. As a result, I
have taken the 45 minute walk back to the university from Stoke Bishop to save time. I think
the card readers/cards should be upgraded to a system similar to that of Oyster used in
London or the U-cards. The card readers on the buses could also be made to accept a
student's U-card if they are entitled to free travel on the 16 bus service.
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More park and ride services would be ideal, if the University could encourage this.
No Park & Ride from M32/M4 - pls can University put pressure on City Council to provide
this.
The park and ride service back to Ashton often doesnt turn up in the afternoon and has put
me off using it
Hospital transport for students from the health centre
I was offered 100% of my public transport travel expenses when on placement when I went
to interview. The university are now only playing 50%.
16 is great
Bus services are too regular and convenient. Current first years should have to suffer like
we did.
I think the 16 bus is a great facility and the fact that it now runs during the night is a huge
help.
The Wessex bus service is invaluable, thank you so much for providing it free of charge.
Used 16 bus last year and heard that the availability of use has improved but it is no longer
relevant to me.
Very appreciative of the later 16 bus services this year.
Wessex service is excellent, but more trips to centre after 5pm are needed. Later service
on a Sunday would be extremely useful too.
Buses (wessex 16) are often at the stoke bishop transport hub for 5-10 minutes with drivers
in them and do not allow passengers to board despite the fact that they are timetabled to
have left in the 5-10 minute period they were waiting.
Buses always come later than the time shown on timetable
Buses are never on time
I think the 16 Bus has a great range of times. However, it would be useful if it was more
punctual, sometimes there are queues at Stoke Bishop of over 30 people when a bus is
due to leave, while 2 or 3 buses sit in the loop for another 10-15 minutes. Also early in the
morning (2,3 am) the buses are inconsistent, I have waited over an hour for a bus to come
on several occasions, this is extremely frustrating when it is very cold and you have
attempted to time your arrival at the bus stop to coincide shortly before the bus comes so
you don't have to wait outside in the cold for long.
Inconsistency of bus arrival times. 3 mins rarely means 3 mins
It probably isn't within control of the university, however the 19 bus serves the university
and Wessex haven't answered my emails about the severe problems with the service so
perhaps the university has more leverage. It regularly doesn't turn up in both directions and
when it does it's almost invariably late. Sometimes 2-5 in a row don't arrive when there are
no obvious traffic problems and no issues with other services at the same stop. It's bizarre
and makes taking the bus absolutely impossible if you want any kind of guarantee of being
somewhere by a particular time.
Making sure the Wessex 19 runs as regularly as the Stoke Bishop Wessex 16
More reliability of buses in Bristol would be useful.
Number 16 buses often do not leave Stoke Bishop transport hub on scheduled time- either
early or late
on time
Put some pressure on Wessex to sort out the 19 bus in the evenings. Often an hour wait,
which is why I usually walk (takes about an hour to walk home)
The 19 bus is very unreliable. Have often been made late to lectures, as it appears on the
board then does not show up.
The service run by first bus is appalling. They are late, don't arrive at all or drive straight
passed even though not full. If there is any comment the university could have to help
improve the service then it might be useful?
The timing of the Wessex 16 is awful! Always late or doesn't turn up at all. Also more buses
are needed for the 9am lecture rush
The wessex 16 bus service often doesn't arrive when it is scheduled
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The Wessex Bus Service 19 is quite often unreliable. Examples include not stopping for
students, waits of over 30 minutes in between buses, buses on route being clumped
together.
waiting for too long sometimes
We are having a lot of problems with the 19 service. Since the timetable changed in
September the evening buses have been atrocious. The bus times at Myrtle Road means
there are no buses between 5.30 and 6, which is peak time for many people leaving the
University. This would ideally be changed so that buses ran more regularly (they are
normally roughly every 15 mins). Also, at least once a week a bus just won't appear and
you have to wait until the next allocated bus. I assume this means there are not enough
buses/bus drivers to fill all the routes, but the 19 is the main bus connecting the triangle and
Gloucester road, and is important for many commuters within the University. If there is
anything the University can do with regards to these problems it would be greatly
appreciated.
Wessex 16 Bus frequently skips arrival times on Sundays. Wessex buses and drivers just
sit at the transport hub, (sometimes 4 buses present at a time!) when there is a MASSIVE
queue of students all the way up the hill waiting to go for 9 or 10AM lectures.
Wessex 16 bus service often late or didn't turn up on time, as suggested on bus timetable.
Wessex 19 is the most unreliable bus service, often a bus which should be every 15 mins
does not show for over 1 hour
Wessex Bus Service 16 in the city centre is absolutely unreliable. Rarely comes on time or
doesn't come at all. It would sometimes not show up for 30 minutes. Because of it I was
late to lectures and tutorials a few times or had to miss it. I have written 2 letters of
complaint to Wessex Bus Service but nothing has changed.
Wessex service 19 never on time, drives past without stopping, expensive, doesnt turn up
etc
Would help for buses to be more reliable - i have seen buses that circulate every 20 mins
be 15 mins late. perhaps uni could make a request for targets to be met?
Employ more polite people for 16 bus service please.
Change the Wessex bus route to go past Churchill
For safety reasons I really feel strongly about the number 16 bus coming to churchill
There should be a bus stop closer to wills hall / Churchill hall
I would like the 16 Wessex Service to stop at the bus stop outside Wills Hall main entrance.
with regards to the 16, instead of the driver waiting until the specified time to pull up, if
weather conditions are poor then it would be nice if the drivers could pull up and let
passengers on while it waits, rather than let students get ill waiting in the cold
Due to the union refurbishment a lot of regular society lessons (LeRoc dance) have been
moved to a dance centre which is a lot further away (about 35 minutes walk instead of 15 to
the union building). I think this has been a common problem for a lot of societies and has
seen numbers drop off as members either don't know the area well enough to get there or
are unwilling to travel further - I feel like it should be a priority for university societies to get
space around the university, especially considering that space in the union has recently
been used for private functions forcing societies to relocate and lose attendance
(caledonian society practices in stoke bishop only when the union anson rooms are in use
etc). I think this is particularly important for the larger societies and those that use external
tuition etc as the costs involved can be high for large groups and can lead to societies
operating at a loss which is not sustainable for any length of time. That or a shuttle service
or transport grants could be offered in such circumstances?
a bus service to temple meads would be extremely useful
A bus to temple meads would good but now the number 8 and 9 are only a pound it's
probably not worth doing
A faster, direct bus service from Temple Meads would make a huge difference to travel
times for students arriving by train. Also a service linking the main bus station for those not
physically able to walk from there. As a student with disabilities I find it really difficult to use
public transport and sometimes have to drive by necessity. I would much rather use public
transport given the option.
A quick, regular link to Bristol Temple Meads (with no stops in between/only one in the
centre to ensure speediness) would be useful!
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A quicker and easy way to get to temple meads from the university
Abysmal links from clifton down to temple meads by bus. The train service from clifton
down to temple meads should also be more frequent. it is quicker to walk to temple meads
from redland than get the bus
Better services needed from temple meads to residential areas
Getting the Firts Bus 8 or 9 to go direct to Bristol TM (not via Cabot Circus) would save lots
of time
Having a direct-to-campus bus from Temple Meads would be an *enormous* help to those
of us who commute in from out of town.
I travel from Swindon to Temple Meads and I did get the bus to the University a few times
when I first started (Dont know which bus but it was outside the station, but I find that it is
quicker to walk.
It's such a nightmare to get to temple meads, if the wessex bus could go there that would
be amazing
linking to temple mead station would be nice
More buses to the train station and better way of getting precise bus times
My only public transport option to Bristol from my home is the train, but I feel the transport
link between Temple Meads and the precinct is poor, meaning I either walk from TM
station, which is time consuming, or I drive all the way from home to the precinct, where
parking is difficult.
Services and improvements seem to be centered around people living in Stoke Bishop and
people who travel to London - would be great to have the Wessex 16 go to the station or
airport?
should be a bus service to temple meads as other buses are expensive and many people
from halls need to get there to travel.
To have a bus from Stoke bishop to Bristol temple meads. That the buses from the centre
should go past 16.00
Would definately like a university bus service from the precinct into cabot circus and to
temple meads, and stopping in the centre at various points e.g. at the coach/bus station
16 bus should go into the city centre all the time and not stop going in the evening.
16 bus travel to centre and back after 4 on weekdays
Early the first train of the bus 16
Get more frequent Wessex 16 busses between 8 and 9am
Have buses at 5 past each hour from the hawthorns as this is when people will be finishing
lectures and getting the bus back. Not 5 to the hour.
Hope the starting time of morning service of Wessex 16 to be earlier because the current
starting time is later than the beginning time of the first lecture.
I feel that the free bus pass is obsolete as it does not allow you to get from the city centre to
your early morning lectures. Which is not fair at all. I generally end up spend £5 a week on
travel due to the running times of the city centre 16 bus, both early and late times.
I use the Wessex number 19 every day with several other university students and staff. It
would be amazing if this service could increase it's buses in the mornings. I get the service
with my son who attends the university nursery. Several other university student and staff
parents also use this bus to get to university, however some of the bus drivers insist that
only on buggy is allowed on the bus at a time and this makes travelling very difficult.
Increasing times of 16 bus sound great - I would have loved it and saved a lot of money in
first year with the later bus services. plus it is safer.
It would be good if the 16 bus went into the centre in the evenings.
More bus times
More buses at peak times, e.g. Wednesday afternoon from the precinct to stoke bishop
More no. 16 buses should run at busy times (e.g. between 9 and 11 on weekdays, around 1
on Wednesdays), as buses are often full and the wait can be up to an hour, especially
returning from UNIVERSITY
more regular weekday wessex n 16 services
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More services to the city centre would be good, especially into the evening Late services on
a Sunday would be good
my course's term times are much longer (12-14 weeks) than normal term times so it would
be good if uni buses etc continued into 'vacation' time
Offering more bus and coach services at a more discount rate.
The 16 bus service is good for Stoke Bishop, but not for city centre. It doesn't start before
10, and ends at 4. Would really appreciate the bus from 8am for 9am starts, and until 7pm
for 6pm finishes at uni, to correspond to uni times. It would also be great if it continued to
be free, or very discounted after first year. This would encourage more second years and
above not to bring a car.
The 16 service to the centre is utterly useless - the majority of the day I walk and am happy
to, however for 9am lectures and days where I finish at 5/6pm there is no bus service - I am
paying through my fees for a bus service that does not serve me or anyone in the city
centre well. This should either be amended or city centre riverside students should be given
a pass to the No.19 service that runs throughout the day and weekends.
the buses don't run after 4:15pm from the city centre even though lectures increasingly go
on till 6pm
The first bus of 16 start too late. that is not convince for students who have nine o'clock
class.
the wessex bus 16 is not frequent and the route is too limited so not really use it
The Wessex bus service could do with more frequent buses on Wednesday lunchtimes.
The Wessex buses in the morning hours should be more frequent as large number of
students from stoke bishop travel.
There are no Wessex 16 buses before 10am which is useless when I have a 9am lecture.
Also there are no weekday evening services.
Very difficult and scary to leave Woodland Rd at 9pm after class to get bus at Bus Station
for old duck like me
We desperately need wessex 16 service on Sunday evenings. Even if it is once an hour
until midnight!!
Would be useful if the 16 bus could run to the city centre in the evenings - it is difficult to get
back to the city centre from Stoke Bishop after weekday sports training sessions.
A bus pass of the Wessesx #19 service would be a lot more suitable for Northwell House`s
allocated students (inspite of the current #16). Also, colleagues that use the #19 service,
complain about infrequent travels.

All students should be given a bus pass. It makes life a hell lot easier
everything seems to be aimed at 1st years, which is nice - when you are in 1st year. When
you move into privately rented accommodation there is no free travel, the university doesnt
provide shuttle busses from the hawthorns for coombe dingle etc. Could combine sports
pass with a free shuttle bus to coombe dingle on wednesdays maybe??

Free bus pass on a single service for the duration of my studies
Giving those who don't live in university accommodation bus passes too. I used my friend's
in first year as I lived in Old Market, although I had to walk across town to use the services
covered - they saved me walking up St Michaels Hill but were very unreliable.

Non stoke bishop residences should not have to pay for the wessex 16 bus pass
Not fair that only students in accommodation get free local bus pass, I don't go to friends
flats because it costs

People should be allowed to choose whether they want to pay for a bus card or not.

Request for bus 19 pass for northwell house students
Revoke the free bus pass from university owned accommodation which residents could not
realistically make regular use of the wessex bus because there are no stops nearby (eg
Hillside/Woodside) and refund the difference to residents. The current situation leaves
people in these residences subsidising a bus they cannot make use of.
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Students living in city centre halls should not have to pay for the wessex 16 bus pass, or
should recieve compensation as they never have a need to use it
Students outside of Stoke Bishop still have to pay for the Stoke Bishop bus pass in their
rent. This is not useful as the Wessex line does not serve my Halls of Residence
(Northwell House), so I am paying to subsidize Stoke Bishop residents from paying more
for a buss pass.
The bus card that goes to Stoke Bishop should be optional, not "free" (i.e. charged as part
of rent). I don't live in Stoke Bishop, I never go there, you charged me £100+ for a card I
never use.
The expense of the University bus service is quite ridiculous; for those of us who no longer
live in Stoke Bishop but frequently need to visit the halls there for other commitments, and
do not have a bus pass, the cost really mounts up.
The wessex card given at the start of the year is almost entirely useless to me as only the
16 bus is free, which does not serve my halls (Northwell House). If the cost of this card is
part of my rent then I think this is wholly unfair.
I am usually not travelling from home to uni but from work to uni. This is a significant
commute - over an hour, using First Bus Service x39.
I live at home with family miles from bristol in somerset. There is no bus service from my
village so have to use my car. But, I don't drive it all the way to bristol, I take the bus from a
near by town which has an excellent service, although an hour long.
Pleae run school bus.
Get everyone to walk on the left, maximum two abreast - no not to invite or reinforce a sort
of mechanistic, efficiency-orientated, anti-social, impersonal way of traversing campus, but
rather to simply create a more orderly and simple way to get around. Of course I don't
actually believe the school should be responsible for requiring or enforcing how people
should walk... I just don't understand why some people walk as if they just retuned from a
year at sea.
I am happy walking into university everyday so am not particularly concerned about the
university transport.
I mostly walk
I think there should be a pedestrian crossing outside the langford campus to make crossing
the road easier to get into uni.
I walk everywhere so I don't have many transport issues. However I've heard that cycling
can be dangerous if drivers are mean.
I walk from Bristol Temple Meads to university and back everyday as the bus is too
expensive. I would LOVE a discounted/free pass.
I wish there were more lights or safety boxes on the major access roads of the university; I
often have to walk home in the dark which can be scary at times
The insertion of a zebra-crossing on the junction of Woodland Road when crossing
Tyndall's Park Road would make it much safer and more convenient for students to cross
as it is a major thoroughfare for students on foot, especially around the beginning/ends of
classes. I have personally witnessed a couple of near misses and have had to wait up to 5
minutes to cross the road in the past.
The main concern that I have is walking back from the university precinct in the dark.
Sometimes it can be quite isolated and dark down Woodland Road, particularly in winter
when timetabled hours finish when it is already dark.
The walk along the alley from Hiatt Baker to Churchill is quite risky at night as there is very
little street lighting
There is a lack of pavement space in particularly in Tyndall Avenue and University Walk.
Perhaps parking spaces could be replaced with more pavement.
There should be more safe zebra crossing on the precinct for pedestrians. It is dangerous!
Too many people driving to university car spaces or drop off spaces (eg University Road)
have no consideration to pedestrians. I am always careful, but sometimes when I'm in the
middle of crossing the road already, they'll whizz around the corner and not even slow
down to see if they can turn into the road yet. They see you already in the middle of
crossing the road there, and just carry on going just because you're an 'annoying student'.
They have all been adults, so one would assume they are employed by the university in
some sense, so should drive more responsibly around the precinct and not ignore the
things you learn in basic driving lessons. They also need to indicate even if there's no cars
around, and not try and run you over for not guessing that a car which wasn't indicating or
slowing down when you started to cross the road wants to turn down there. Also I've seen
some students cycle the wrong way down the one way road with the geographical sciences
building on it.
Walking down the road of the medical library is very dark at night and makes me feel
unsafe.
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